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Knights face final September challenge against UGA
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Was Hurricane Floyd just practice?
Emergency storm, evacuation procedures put to the ultimate test
• •·
Ii

•

•

NICOLE KING
NEWS EDITOR

After the scare of Hurricane Floyd,
UCF officials are taking stock of university evacuation and communication procedures in case of another hurricane.
UCF sustained no major damage from
the storm, but Floyd did give officials a
good test of the university's emergency
plan.
After carefully monitoring the storm's
progress, university administration can-

•

•

•

Phone lines were set up to handle the
dBluge of calls.
Dean McFall, director of University
Relations, said he thought the e-mails were
successful in alerting everyone of the situation, but more phone lines were needed.
There was also a discrepancy between
the university and the Red Cross and
Salvation Army over food supplies.
County officials designated the UCF
Arena as a shelter for people evacuating
from Florida's east co~st after University
High Schoql, located off Alafaya Trail,

filled to capacity.
The Arena housed between 800 and
1,000 peopl,dfrom Tuesday afternoon until
early Wednesday morning.
Terry Genovese, Arena director, said
the number of evacuees at the Arena grew
faster than either organization anticipated.
The Red Cross promised 450 meals,
but by the time the food arrived, the number of evacuees hovered near 800.
Marriott Food Services stepped in and
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Floyd forces student
evacuations from dorms
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

•

celed all classes and non-emergency activities for UCF campuses beginning 7 a.m.
on Sept. 14 through Sept. 15. The Daytona
and Brevard campuses remained closed
through Thursday. At one point on
Tuesday, Floyd was just 28 miles off the
coast of Cape Canaveral.
UCF News sent out a mass e-mail to
students and faculty announcing the cancellation on Monday evening.
The message urged students living on
or near campus to return to their permanent homes.

UCF became a ghost town
on Sept. 14 when Hurricane
Floyd threatened.
Students, staff and faculty
left campus for safety from the
storm.
Hundreds of students living
in on-campus housing facilities
had no place to go.
H,owever, they were evacuated from their dorms and apart ments to makeshift emergency
shelters on campus.
At approximately 7 p.m., the
migration began. Rain started to
fall on what had otherwise been
an eerily calm day.
Students living in Libra
Community dorms were placed
in the Math and Physics
Building, while those in the
Apollo Community and Lake

Claire Apartments went to the
Health and Public Affairs
Building. Residents of Greek
Park were placed in the
Commun_ications Building.
The buildings were built
with the capabilities to serve as
shelters in case of sev~re weather. Another shelter was set up in
the UCF Arena for evacuees from
the east coast of Florida.
Waiting for the students in
the shelters were sandwiches,
fruit, potato chips, and bottled
water to help ease the transition.
The food was provided by the
Maniot Sodexho Food Service,
and served by members of their
staff.
After dinner, officers from
the campus police department
informed students of rulesi regu-
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Residents of Greek Park were evacuated to the Communication Building. Students boarded up windows in prepara·
tion for Hurricane Floyd.

Pot home shopping on the web; illegal connectionS online
•

,
•

•

types of pot and five varieties of hash.
Pictures are supplied on the menu,
along with an order form specifying how
The package was delivered in a brown many grams the buyers wants.
The purchaser then receives an e-mail
paper bag from the U.S. Postal Service.
The parcel contained two different with an address tp send cash to.
types of high-grade marijuana weighing a
There's always the danger that the
currency will be lost in the mail system.
quarter ounce.
This time, however, it paid off. The
There was nothing fancy about the
package.
twenty-something UCF student obtained
The marijuana was placed inside an abundance of weed for $93, incl.uding
small plastic zipper bags and concealed delivery.
inside a padded envelope.
Marijuana is the most commonly
It was delivered to downtown Orlando found illegal drug in the U.S. mail system.
after being ordered off the Internet.
Last year, 11,000 pounds of the drug were
The website is from Amsterdam and seized in mail shipments from California
has the appearance of a Dutch coffeeshop to the East Coast, as well as more than 650
menu.
arrests for marijuana-related crimes via the
A customer can take his pick from two.. U.S. Postal Service.
TODD MCFLIKER
STAFF WRITER

Yes, purchasing pot over the Internet
is illegal; however, it is not easy for police
departments to enforce marijuana prohibition.
After all, sellers usually live in countries such as the Netherlands, which do not
have harsh drug laws.
"If you're talking about the Internet,"
said Sgt. Tom Gorbas of UCF's Crime
Prevention Unit, "you're talking about a
big world of problems. "
Marijuana has been an illegal drug in
the United States since 1914. However,
more than 40 million Americans are occasional users of pot.
Not only that, many are easing suffering from aches in the stomach or the head,
cancer, AIDS, Multiple Sclerosis and other
ailments, even athlete's. foot. Users claim

marijuana has tremendous medical value .
For years, the Internet has been making U.S. border laws increasingly powerless.
The marijuana trade is thriving not
only for recreational users who can make a
convenient buy, but also for medical users
in places without a local dispensary.
With just a click, a person may regularly find marijuana deals online.
Buyers tend to feel safe making their
purchases in just minutes over the computer.
Because of this, the Internet is assistfog in forcing a reconsideration of domestic marijuana policy.
The power of the net will be evident in
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As the object of student's fears Floyd never materialized
FROM PAGE

I

lations, and procedures to follow in the
event that Floyd hit Orlando. Until then,
all anyone could do was wait.
Some passed time by watching
movies.that were being shown, while others play~d cards, talked, or tried to sleep.
A cloud of nervousness set in over the
students, but the object of their worries
would never develop.
During t]Je night, the storm brought
light winds and sporadic rain to UCF, but
nothing serious enough to do any damage.
UCF student Zach . Orien compared
the preparations made by UCF to others he
experienced while living in south Florida.
"[The preparation] is basical1y the
same, it's just that they are taking more
precautions here because it's a school and
they're more liable for the an the students
here living on campus," Orien said, adding
that he felt safe.
The organization of the shelters was a
joint effort between the UCF administration, the Resident Life staff, Marriot
Sodexho Food Services, the UCF Police
Department, and the UCF Housing maintenance staff.
Most of the duties were left in the
hands of the resident assistants, who vol,. unteered their time to organize and watch
over the shelters.
Nicole Quinterro, an R.A. in Sumter
Hall talked about the last minute preparations that had to be made.
"We had to plan for the worst case
scenario, which meant getting all the first
aid kits down, and going out and getting as
many flashlights and batteries and other

supplies as possible," she said.
Despite the fact the hurricane never
came close to doing any damage,
Quinterro said she thought the night spent
in the shelters was a success.
"It was a great community builder,
people getting to meet neighbors that they
didn't know. It was actually a good time
for being a hurricane."
At 8:30 a.m. Wednesday the threat of
danger from Floyd was over, and students
were allowed to go back to their rooms.
"Orange County lifted the emergency
evacuation procedures (earlier in the
morning) so I called them just to verify
that we could release students here," said
Christopher McCray, director of Housing
and Residence Life.
McCray said he was pleased with the
emergency shelter effort.
"I think it went very well. From what
I've been told by the police department,
our Residence Life staff did an excellent
job taking care of the students and the students taking care of themselves."
Despite being well prepared, it turned
out that the shelters were never reaily
needed, and while most students understood that they were there for safety purposes, others were annoyed with having to
move out of their rooms for a night.
"They made it real comfortable," said
freshman Shaconna Wright. "At first I was
scared, but when I saw that where we were
staying was real safe, then I felt comfortable.
"But I thought we should have stayed
in our rooms. I packed up all this stuff and
then I had to go pack my whole room over
again for nothing."

What did you do during Hurricane Floyd?
•
Freshman Anthony Wagner said, "I live off campus so I
stayed put."

•

Wagner said he taped up his windows and bought supplies
in case of the worst.

•

•
Senior Pat Arauz said that she took advantage of the two
days off from school. She said she had about eight friends ·
and neighbors stay with her during the storm.

•
Derek Mehrtens, a freshman who lives in the dorms, said
he left campus right away and stayed with his grandmother.

•
•

"I'm not from Florida so I wasn't going to hang around,"
Mehrtens said.

Senior Rupel Patel said she spent the days away from
school partying.

PHOTOS AND INTERVIEWS BY PATTY CANEDO
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Luxury
·Student Living
At Its Finest

•
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AT ALAFAYA CLUB

BRAND NEW COMMUNI1Y
Furnished I Unfurnished Apartments With The Works!
Individual 3 and 4 Bedroom Leases Available
Rental Rates includ~ Utilities*, Cable w/ HBO, Free Local Phone

•

•
•
•

Every Suite Offers:

Our Community Features:

• Private Baths
• Walk-in Closets
• Individual Phone Lines
• Local Phone Service
• Additional Phone Lines
for Internet Access
• Ceiling Fans
• Full-Size Washer/Dryer
•Microwave
• Automatic Dishwasher
• Self-Cleaning Oven
•And Much, Much More!

• Convenient Location

•

(less than one mile from UCF)

• Lighted, Gated Community
• State-Of-The-Art Fitness Facility
(with Freeweights)

• Sports Courts
• Swimming Pool With
Designer Deck

College Suites
3100 Alafaya Club Drive • Orlando, Florida 32817
Toll Free: (877) 482-9990 Local: (407) 482-9990

':'except long distance

•
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Command center
established for
storm's duration
"If we were moving at all, we
were going 7 mph," he said.
Michelle LaGree, 20, went
provided
the
rest.
UCF
home to be with her parents
~mergency Operation Center
volunteers helped package and after stocking up on hurricane
·distribute the meals, consisting supplies. "I was concerned
of tuna sandwiches, chips and because we didn't know where it
was going to hit,"
fruit.
she said.
Thereturned
Red - - - ' '
Cross
Christie Zizo, 18,
lives
in Lake Hall
later that night When I saw how
and promptly left
with
another
meal for a mid- big it was I
after the advisory.
night snack.
"I took apart all
thought it was
Genovese
my electronics,
like my computer
said Arena staff another Andrew.
and my TV, and
did their best to
provide enter- You cdn never be bagged them up,"
tainment
for
Zizo said. "Then I
too safe. It could left for home
evacuees.
TVs played
which is just north
movies,
and have stayed on
of Tampa."
basketballs
Other students,
course.
were
handed
hardened
Floridians
out to shoot
and
hoops.
- Tana Davis used to hurricane
Officials.
Human resource warnings, were
established an
never
worried
management major about Floyd.
Emergency
Operation
"I wasn't really
worried,"
said
Command
Center in the university police Tana Davis, human resource
department.
management major. "I taped up
Two hundred emI?Joyees and got water and food." After it
provided services such as dis- was ~over, Davis felt a little hurricane letdown. "I was expectpensing
information
~nd
instructing evacuees on emer- ing more," she said.
gency procedures.
Fred Calalang, who lives
Officials at UCF Housing near Dean Road, said he was
and Physical Plant were unavail- never concerned about the storm
either. "I taped the windows," he
able for comment.
University officials advised said, "but I felt safe. in my
students living on the main cam- house."
pus to take shelter in the Health
Mark Barnes, 23, stayed
and Public Affairs Building, the home as well.
"We tracked it on the
Math and Physics Building, and
Internet and watched the news.
the Communication Building.
Of the 2,600 students We were ready to go if some, housed on campus, approxi- thing happened. We had canned
mately 450 remained during goods and water, but we hardly
had any rain."
Hurricane Floyd.
Despite the carefree attiThe 27 ,000 UCF students
living off campus were advised tude, all students agreed that
to take precautions. Many did Floyd could have been much
and stayed, others just left.
worse.
"When I saw how big it
Jason Faulds lives in
Titusville and left for Tampa on was, I thought it was another
Andrew," Davis said. "You can
Monday morning.
The usual three-hour drive never be too safe. It could have
took him nearly seven this time. stayed on course."
FROM PAGE
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Career fair 'to be held next week
The Cqllege ofHeaitb and Public Affairs will hOst a career
fair from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on Sept 28 in the Atrium on. the
,, first floorof'the Health and Public.Affairs Building.
S,orne of the diseiplines that wm be represented at the fair
will be: ·cardiopulmonary sciences, communicative disorders,
criminal justice, health information management, health services
aµm,inistration, legal studies, ,medical laboratory sciences,
microbiology.. nursing, physical therapy, public administration.
radiological sciences, and SDcial work.
Deans and departmem faculty will be present. For more

information. contact the College of Health and Public Affairs at

•

•

$23-0010 .
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Marijuana sales may force review of laws
minor buyers fully under the
law. The agency is primarily
future drug laws according to concerned with catching drug
dealers sending big packages to
one UCF employee.
"Sales over the Internet each other.
Not only do they have no
could possibly lead to the
decriminalization of marijuana jurisdiction for websites in
because there's no real way to Amsterdam, but many buyers
enforce law differences of have a medical excuse for buycountries that are blurring and ing pot.
The fact that federal prosemelting together," said Sharon
Winters, a UCF computer sci- cutors may or may not catch
buyers isn't always good news
ence adjunct professor.
The sale of marijuana for them.
One dealer in Virginia
online is one of several busireceived
probation from the
nesses on the Internet that is
federal
government,
but the
making national laws harder to
local
District
Attorney's
Office
enforce.
successfully
convicted
his
Although these are well
buyer
to
six
years
in
prison.
documented, the government
Regardless of the threat of
has already been having a tough
time with the wide distribution prosecution, Joey, a 35-year-old
of prescription drugs sold man from Amsterdam isn't too
concerned with legal problems.
online.
People around the globe
Internet doctors have been
willing to write virtual prescrip- have been ordering seeds from
tions for drug buyers after they his website for years.
He says he is not doing
complete a brief questionnaire.
Gambling is another activi- anything wrong or illegal. Joey
ty that thrives online. A United feels he is doing humanitarian
States congressional commis- work, as he himself is currently
sion recently recommended a suffering from liver cancer. He
ban on all Internet gambling. says marijuana helps ease the
However, the proposal failed pain of diseases.
· Joey's business once flourbecause they could not come up
ished.
At one point, he would
with a reasonable way to
mail
over
1,000 parcels of marenforce the laws.
ijuana
a
week.
Authorities are having the
However, now that Joey's
same types of problems with
cancer
has progressed, he only
the Internet drug market. Drug·
has
time
to mail roughly 25
websites in Amsterdam have
packages
a
week. He says findbeen. _shut down in the past,
mostly from foreign gov~rn ing customers is not a problem,
ments putting pressure on and that over 90 percent of his
packages arrive safely to the
Dutch police.
Buyers in the United States buyers.
When making a purchase
are subject to our drug laws.
However, recipients of the online, buyers are vulnerable to
packages do not necessarily being scammed.
Unlike the drug market on
face stiffer penalties than a possession charge, despite the the street, the Internet has users_
sharing advice on the trade
offense being a federal crime.
"You have to be careful game.
There's a guide for seed
because one doesn't know who
he is talking to online," Gorbas banks, and banks are even rated
said. "You may think you know, for their reliability.
Some websites provide
but you might be chatting with
free
shipping. Buyers are
the cops."
warned
against websites with
Officials from both the
bad
reputations
for not deliverDrug Enforcement Agency
ing
the
goods.
(DEA)
and
the
Postal
Buyers protect themselves
Inspection Service, which governs the mail, claim they know by exchanging information
noth.ing about drug sales over online; however, these chats
the Internet. This proves just don't always do the trick.
There have been numerous
how a dealer can avoid being
noticed. But even if the DEA buyers who have been ripped
caught the dealer, they have no off by not receiving what they
jurisdiction outside of the paid for in the mail.
The sale of seeds is much
United States.
If U.S. Customs fails to more popular in the online tradseize the packages, then the ing world.
The seed trade has flourpostal
inspectors
might.
Inspectors will take the goods ished online during the last two
and may not prosecute the years because seeds are usually
undetectable by the U.S.
buyer.
of Customs'
It depends on the judge and Department
jurisdiction. Sometimes the canines because they are minute
DEA will prosecute if the U.S. and have no odor.
"Marijuana users are given
Attorney's Office decides not
so
much
flack about the drug
to.
when
it
has
been proved to help
The DEA will press
people
with
minimum risks,"
charges depending on the quansaid
Erica
Cherry,
an organizatity of the package and the
tional
communications
major.
receiver's criminal record.
"We
should
be
able
to
receive
The Postal Inspection
Service will rarely prosecute seeds over the Internet. The
whole process is easy_ and it
FROM PAGE
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doesn't harm anyone unless he
gets caught.
"At least a person knows that
he's buying quality and its keeping
the pushers off of the streets."
Tom Knobl, a UCF finance
major, disagrees with Cherry's
opinion.
"Internet sales of marijuana
seeds is just a different way of
buying drugs," he said. "It should
not be legalized. People are going
'to buy pot regardless of the views
of the law. The Internet just serves
as another loop-hole to get illegal
activity done."
The seeds are worth a lot of
money to growers on the street.
Of course, one has to know
exactly how to farm the seeds.
The prices of high quality
seeds generally range from $50 to
$75 for a package of 10.
A buyer may purchase seeds
by simply sending an international
money order or certified check in
U.S. dollars to a company either in
the Netherlands or Canada.
Dozens of these seed banks
can be found online.
Therefore, the seed trade is
much more reliable and profitable
than selling the pot itself.
Many people view these drug
sales not only as criminal, but as a
danger to the youth of our country.
Internet sales have a lot of students concerned.

"As a non-user of drugs, I feel
that selling pot online is no worse
than it being sold on the streets,"
said Tara Parsons, a 19-year-old
health services administration,
major.
"The problem is that the
Internet provides an easier way for
young children to get educated
and involved with drugs at a much
younger age," she said.
"Children do not need to be
exposed to such a popular and
demanding drug."
"This is the Internet being
used for its intended purpose: free
trade, as well as the free flow of
information on a global scale,"

said Brian Weber, a 23-year-old
organizational behavior major.
"These sales can only be seen as a
world-wide positive."
Although opinions vary on
the subject, students agreed that its
time to crack down on these problems or decriminalize the drug.
Most are aware that such a
process will not be easy, but they
realize that they will have to crawl
before they walk.
As long as buyers are willing
to risk sending their money to
another country through the mail
system, marijuana sales online
will continue to grow, and grow,
and grow.

•

•
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•

Weeding through the laws? In an
animalhouse.com poll, 53% of
students said marijuana should be
legalized nationally. 32% think

•

mariiuana should only he legal
for medical purposes, while 14%

•

believe the weed should be

..

completely illegal.
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It's game day, and you've been waiting all week. Cooler
is packed ... car is ready, only question is ... what's the _
best
way to get there? The answer is simple: take the 408
(East-West Expressway). It's quick, it's easy, and with
E-PASS, there's no fumbling for change and no_ waiting in
line -- just clear sailing to the end zone. So when the big
day arrives, make sure your game plan includes the
Expressway Authority and E-PASS.
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For more information on E-PASS, call (407) 823-7277.
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Events piannCd for .Sexual College ~ampus
Assault Awareness Month likely place for rape
MAYA LAZAROVITZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Did you know t~at according
. to the U.S. Department of Justice,
a woman is raped every 2 minutes? Also, one out of four college women has been the victim
of rape or attempted rape since
the age of 14. Stalking affects
about 1.4 million victims annually, and according to the Bureau of
Justice
Statistics,
307 ,000
women were the victims of rape,
attempted rape or sexual assault.
However, while nine out of
every 10 rape victims are women,
men and boys are also victimized
by this crime. In 1995, 32,130
males aged 12 and over were the
victims of rape, attempted rape or
sexual assault. Most sexual
assaults go unreported, as many
as 95 percent.
At UCF, three sexual batteries were reporteq to the UCF
Police Department in 1998.
However, 10 additional rapes
were reported to victim services.
Rape- is a continuing problem in our community, which is
why the UCF Victims Services
named September as Sexual
Assault Awareness Month.
"The basic purpose of
Sexual Assault Awareness M"mth

is to increase awareness of the during the month, we could defiprevalence and impact that sexu- nitely raise awareness," she said.
In honor of Sexual Assault
al victimizations have both on
our campus, and in our larger Awareness Month, Reach Peer
community," said Kirn Williams, Education will be setting up a
victim advocate. "Secondly, it is library display on sexual battery,
to decrease the risk of a sexual as well as tables in front of the
victimization through education Student Union every Wednesday.
and -awareness, which are the
Additionally,
Victims
Services will be training new vickeys to prevention."
The main event of Sexual tim advocates on Sept. 24 and 25.
Assault Awareness Month is Anyone can volunteer. For more
"Take 'Back The Night," which . information, contact Nancy
· includes speaker Kellie Greene, a Eastman at 823-2425.
rape survivor and nationwide
Sexual Assault Awareness
advocate for vi~tims' rights, a Month originally started in 1989,
two mile walk through campus, as a one week time period during
and a candlelight vigil. The September, in which five to 10
event, originally schedul_ed for events were scheduled.
However, in 1998, it was
Sept. 15, was rescheduled due to
Hurricane Floyd for at 7 p.rn. on extended to one month, giving
more students an opportunity to
Oct. 20 at the Reflection Pond.
Another event scheduled attend.
"We try to have events
was a school-wide banner contest, for which each campus orga- throughout the year," Williams
nization was sent letters and e- said, "because sexual assault
mails about. But, according to occurs year round, and because it
UCF's Community Outreach is important to be aware throughSpecialist, Nancy Eastman, there out the year, not just in
were no responses.
September. People need to be
Eastman wanted Sexual aware that assault happens, and
Assault Awareness Month to be a how they can lower their risk."
collaborative effort among variVictims Services is already
ous campus groups.
planning several events for
"If we could get five or six spring semester, including The
Dating Game and a clothesline
organizatio~s to sponsor an ev~nt

AM~NDA HILL

COLORADO DAJLf

College campuses are nearideal environments for rapes to
occur -- not only because drugs
and alcohol are readily available,
but also because a great majority
of students are sexually active.
"The first six weeks of
school students are the most vulnerable, especially for first-year
students," said Amy Robertson,
coordinator of the Victim
Assistance
office
at
the
University of Colorado at
Boulder. "When students arrive,
they don't really know what
expectable behavior is. There is a
much higher potential for date
and acquaintance rape."
Backing her up are the
results of a community health
survey given to UC-Boulder students last spring. The survey
revealed that 91 percent of CU
students were sexually active.
When asked if they had engaged
in unplanned sexual activity after
using drugs and/or alcohol since
the beginning of the school year,
17 percent answered yes.
Date rape drugs worsen matters on many campuses. Such
substances as Rohypnol, called
"roofies," and GHB, or gamma

hydroxybuterate, are increasingly
prevalent.
The drugs have gained popularity and availability in the club
scene, becoming labeled as
"desnigner drugs." Both are easily slipped into victims' drinks
and can induce loss of consciousness and memory loss.
"Sexual assault isn't just the
absence of 'yes,"' said Robertson.
"If you are too drunk or otherwise imp~ired, you have an
inability to consent."
In Colorado, having sex with
someone too intoxicated or
drugged to give consent constitutes first-degree sexual assault.
According to Robertson, sexual
assault and the use of drugs and
alcohol go hand in hand.
Nearly 90 percent of all sexual assaults involve alcohol, she
said.
"Many victims blame thernselves for the assault," Robertson
said. "With the use of alcohol, or
when a woman ignores her gut
feelings, they feel responsible for
the crime."
A victim can slip into a state
of self-blame and guilt, making it
difficult to confront the crime.
'''Some victims find it empowering
·" io file a r.eport or take · some
action against the assault.
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PHOTO BY PATTY CANEDO

UCF student Yuko Noda creates a bowl to be handed out at the Empty
Bowls Help Fill Hungry Stomachs benefit. Local artists and students created the bowls to symbohze the plight of the hungry.

Food Bank benefit
planned as downtown luncheon
PATTY CANEDO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The National Conference
for Community & Justice
(NCCJ) and the Second Harvest
Food Bank of Central Florida
will co-sponsor Empty Bowls
Help Fill Hungry Stomachs luncheon on Nov. 18. at the
Presidential
Ballroom
on
Church Street Station.
Each guest will be given a
ceramic bowl hand-crafted by
local artists and UCF students as
symbols of the empty bowls,
plates, and cups of people 1n our
community that would otherwise go hungry.
The l 0th annual event will
benefit the Second Harvest
Food Bank of Central Florida.
For $15 a ticket or $150 for a 10
person table, attendants receive
a symbolic soup kitchen lunch
of soup, bread and salad.
"For each $15 ticket purchased, the Food Bank can provide up to $165 in food value for
a needy family," said Second
Harvest Food Bank Executive
Director Margaret Linnane. "By
standing in a soup kitchen line
for a short amount of time, our
community can show muchneeded support for our hungry
neighbors."
One out of every 10 central
Floridians go hungry every day.
Since its founding in 1983, the
Second Harvest Food Bank has
distributed nearly 70 million

pounds of food, guided by two
principles: No one should be
hungry and Nutritious food
should never go to waste.
The Food Bank has found
that more than one-fourth of
food produced annually is wasted. Therefore, the I:ood Bank
has provided pickups and delivery of food that has been prepared but not served by local
restaurants , resorts , theme
parks, hotels , convenience
stores and convention centers.
The Food Bank also provides services such as Kids
Cafe, which contributes evening
meals four times a week to children who live in low-income
housing. They also serve about
400 nonprofit member agencies,
which include soup kitchens,
emergency food pantries, day
care centers and others.
NCCJ was established in
1927 as a human relations organization dedicated to fighting
bias, bigotry and racism in
America.
This organization will cosponsor the luncheon. NCCJ
works to promote understanding
and respect among all races,
religions and cultures through
advocacy, conflict resolution
and education.
The Empty Bowls Help Fill
Hungry Stomachs luncheon will
be held on Nov. 18. Tickets and
additional information can be
obtained by calling (407) 2951066 ext. 24

Free E-Mail

There's never been a better way to
at the Univers'ity of Central Florida.
show you're proud to be a UCF graduWhy not join the thousands of UCF
ate than by putting a UCF tag on
Alumni, students and fans who have
your car. And there's never been
already purchased their UCF tags?
a better time than right now.
For more information
please call the UCF Alumni
For just $25 more than your
Association at (407) UCF-ALUM,
regular fee, or less than seven
cents a day, you can help support
. o r stop by your local Florida
academic programs and scholarships
tag agency.
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CAB looking for members to organize events
DIANA MARTIN
CONTRIBUTING
WRITER
- ----

The Campus Activities
Board (CAB) is a student-run
organization that provides UCF
and with a variety of programs
and events. CAB is comprised of
11 committees that plan and carry
out activities on campus.
Elyse Skislak is CAB 's student director. Skislak said events
this year will be more diversified
than ever.
"I am very excited about the
activities coming to UCF this
year," she said. "We have a wide
range of acts, and something for
everyone to enjoy."
The committees that make
up CAB are Cinema, Concerts,
Cultural Arts, Dance Marathon,
Homecoming,
Popular
Entertainment, Public Relations,
Speakers,
Special
Events,
Spectacular Knights, and Video
Productions. Each committee is
responsible for weekly meetings
to plan and provide UCF with a
variety of programs, events, and
activities.
The Cinema Committee is
responsible for planning movies
and other events that fit under the
committees ai:ea of entertainment. Two examples of what the
committee
does
are
the
Homecoming Movie and the
NET Events.
The Concerts Committee is

responsible for planning and pro- Castillega said. "UCF's cohesive- Julian said. "I hope to increase
moting performances of acts they ness would be the spirit and the attendance for each event."
bring to UCF. Committee mem- involvement students have for
The
Special
Events
bers book musicians through this school. My professor stated Committee brings all the unique
that UCF lacked positive cohe- activities to the campus, such as
managers and agents.
The Cultural Arts Committee siveness. Similarly, at the the traditional CBS College Tour
will expose UCF to the arts. The Activities ·Expo, some physical and College Bowl. Committee
Cultural Arts Committee is plant employees noted how dead members and the director select
responsible for the monthly this campus looked. They con- events to bring to UCF, which
Thursday Knight Jive poetry tinued to tell me of their college they staff and coordinate.
readings, Theater Knights, and experiences of how when live
Both the Ms. UCF and Mr.
bands played and activities were UCF pageants fall under the
other events.
The
Dance
Marathon held at school, the students went Spectacular Knights Committee.
Committee plans the annual 24- wild with enthusiasm and school The committee spotlights the stuhour Dance Marathon. The event spmt. The gentlemen couldn't dent talent found at UCF, selectraises money for the Children's understand how UCF students ing participants, planning each
Miracle Network.
would just walk by the Student pageant, and coordinating proHomecoming events includ- Union without any regards to the duction and prizes.
ing Spirit Splash and Skit Knight live music or guests presented by
Frank Rosa, the committ~e
fall under the responsibility of the CAB. My goal as popular enter- director for this year said,
Homecoming
Committee. tainment director is to pump up "Spectacular Knights is a comPlanning
and ·coordinating UCF cohesiveness."
mittee that needs a lot of explanaCAB 's Public Relations tion because the title doesn't
Homecoming events is this committees
job.
This
year Committee is divided into three explain what we do. I'm very
Homecoming will be Oct. 24-30. departments: internal, external, excited about this year. UCF has
Popular
Entertainment and graphics. This committee is gotten so much notoriety over the
Displays a variety of shows that responsible for all aspects of pub- - summer, so I am expecting our
range from comedians to bands.
licity and promotions
pageants to be highly recogEvents such as Tuesday
Organizing guest lectures, nized."
Knight Live is synonymous with seminars, and debates is under
Finally, there is the Video
the
Popular Entertainment the Speakers Committee, headed Productions Committee. The
Committee. Angel -Castillega, a by Courtney Julian.
committee films, edits and projunior majoring in organizational
This committee is responsi- duces a variety of projects at
communications, is this year's ble for choosing the events that UCF.
popular entertainment director. . are held, as well as planning and
The organization's two adviCastillega said her job is to bring staffing them.
sors, Jean Holt and Laura
"My goal for the committee Waltrip, oversee the 11 commitcohesion to UCF students.
·"Recently in one of my is to bring in a variety of speakers . tees that make up CAB. ·
Holt said CAB 's goal is to ·
classes, we were talking about that will be educational, and at
the cohesiveness of UCF," the same time entertaining," enhance student's education

through educational and entertaining programs .
Waltrip agreed with Holt.
"My job is to support and encourage the CAB Board to think of
different shows and events that
we have had in the past, so that
we can try new things and reach
more students," she said.
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Lost in cyberspace: students show signs Of Internet addiction
JOl\lATHAN PURKISS
THE ECHO

Sam hasn't studied for his test tomorrow or for any of his tests all semester.
Although he was supposed to be in
class an hour ago, he opted to spend his
time with some friends - digital buddies in a chatroom he frequents.
He skipped lunch with his roommate
to spend time online in the computer lab.
Sam isn't expecting to pass any classes this semester, but he is glad that he is
the only person in the computer lab at that
moment.
With everyone else in class, the campus network is a little faster and he'll be
free to chat until the next day if he wants,
which he probably will.
Sadly, Sam, a hypothetical college
student, has become lost in cyberspace.
He is an example of a growing number of real-life online addicts.
According to a study released by the
American Psychological Association, 6
percent of all Internet users, approximately 11.5 million, show signs of
Internet addiction. The fastest growing number of these online addicts are college students.
'Net addiction has most recently been
classified by specialists as a "behavioral
addiction," unlike a chemical addiction.
Other behavioral addictions include
such activities as watching too much tele-

vision or spending too much time gambling.
Behavioral addictions can cause as
many problems for college students as
chemical addictions.
"I see that most of the time, students
utilize the net for other activities beside
education," said Dr. Kimberly S. Young,
executive director of The Center of Online Addiction at the University of
Pittsburgh.
Young travels to college campuses-to
warn students and faculty of the dangers of
online addiction.
The signs are always the same: grades
drop, social life can be measured on one
hand and, most importantly, those hands
spend all day typing away at keyboards,
sending pleas into cyberspace.
Young said that grades often decline
after students spend time using the
Internet, whether it is chatting, playing
fantasy games or posting to newsgroups,
instead of doing their schoolwork.
"It becomes an addiction as they try to
pull themselves away from the Internet to
write a paper, study for a test or read for
class," she said.
Young said the lure of the Internet lies
in its opportunities for stimulating companionship, especially for college freshmen who may be missing that in real life.
"In several cases, [freshmen] are most
vulnerable due to the abrupt adjustment of
being away from home for the first time

College credit is
sweeping the nation
NIKKI RONOWSKI
DAILY VIDETTE

At almost every university
across the nation credit card companies have found the jackpot by
setting up sign-up booths. They
give away free T-shirts, calling
cards, pens and pencils to apply
for a card.
Over 430 universities across
the nation have banned credit
tables, said Dennis Meunier, vice
president of marketing for United
College Marketing Services.
On average, students carry
over a $725 balance, Meunier
said, and then they end up paying
a lot in interest. It is very easy for
many card-carrying students to
rack up a large bill.
"I charge everything from
clothes to gas and most of the
time I don't even realize how
much I have charged," said Paige
Norris, an ISU sophomore.
In addition, sometimes students do not realize how much
interest they pay, either.
"Students pay on the average
17 .25 percent in interest,"
Meunier said. "Crime also comes
with debt. When students are in
debt they steal things like books
and bikes."
Also, students sometimes do
not expect is that they will be
charged for every late bill and
that their credit record will be
affected.
Along with late fees, card

companies charge for going over
the credit limit.
"I was charged $25 for every
time I went over my limit,'' said
Gwen Marzano, an ISU student.
Although credit cards can be
potentially dangerous, there are
many ways to manage your
money.
There are several websites
where card holders can get helpful tips on managing money. A
few sites to check out are
www.collegevisa.com,
www.CampusBackBone.com,
and
www.CreditHealth.com.
These sites offer counseling,
money management tips, ways to
save money, and they can track
credit bills.
Meunier offered three tips
for college students:
*First, students can negotiate their interest rate with the
company. If the lender will not
lower it then threaten to cancel.
*Second, students should get
a card in their own name so they
can build credit history. To further establish credit, Meunier
also said to charge something
small every month and pay it off
immediately.
*Finally, students can call
their credit card company and ask
for them to throw out any junk
fees if it only happened a few
times. If a payment is only a few
days late, Meunier said customers can ask them to drop the
fee.

and the ease at making friends online."
Young said these co11ege students
never fully integrate with the rest of the
campus; they remain isolated with their
computer.
Other aspects of Internet addiction
include online gambling and stock-trading
that have the potential to devastate bank
accounts, and a growing number of
Internet users are becoming aware of
online trading or auction sites that are
destroying college students' pocketbooks.
There have been attempts to classify
these various types of 'Net addiction~.
The Center for On-Line Addiction, a
cyberspace resource for online addicts,
suggests five main types of net addiction:
- cybersexual addictions (addictions
to adult chat rooms or cyberpom)
cyber-relationship addiction
(online friendships made in chat rooms,
MUDs or newsgroup that replace real-life
friends and family)
- 'Net compulsions (compulsive
online gambling, online auction addiction
and obsessive online trading)
. - information overload (compulsive
web surfing or database searches)
- computer addiction (obsessive
computer game-playing or to programming aspects of computer science)
The Center of Online Addiction offers
these tips for beating online addiction
before you have to go to a counselor:
- If the Internet is what you crave ·

after getting out of class. try doing something different before going into cyberspace.
Go to the cafeteria with some friends
or try studying in the library for an hour
before checking your e-mail.
- Time yourself by setting a watch
alarm. Because Internet users tend to lose
track of time, online addicts can benefit
from having their time monitored for
them.
Ironically, online addicts can also get
help from "the beast" itself.
Several chatrooms, newsgroups and
mailing lists are available for people who
can't seem to pull away from computers.
Using a support-group system to help
addicts, these resources can help addicts
find and help each "beat" their obsession.
There are even counselors who talk to
addicts online, urging them to deal with
their offline lives.
The website for The Center of OnLine Addiction at is an online source for
information on 'Net addiction.
. The site offers information for "cyberwidows," victims of spousal online addiction, and gives explanations of various
types of cyber addictions as well as giving
real-life contacts for people looking for
help.
Those scared that they may be addicted can take a series of Internet addiction
tests at this site to determine which type of
addiction they may .suffer.
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Leadership Forums
00 ·Law, &l,¢Clit!itie, Defense

or

If you are a first or second year student,
·~. there is a prestigious on-campus
,l eadership opportunity we ·have been
asked to 'd iscuss with you.
Please call toll free at 1-877-282-4952
no later than October 1st and ask to
speak with one of the program
c.o-founders: Barbara or Richard.
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Too drunk to stand? 'We're telling Mom,' schools say
behavior is precisely the point,
many school administrators say.
They are tired of the death,
sexual
assault, slack grades,
After getting busted for
property
destruction and myriad
underage drinking, the hangover
that's coming in the morning of other troubles linked to student
might not be half as bad as having alcohol consumption.
to face Mom and Dad.
They've tried just about
At least that's what adminis- everything to curb binge and
trators at a growing number of underage drinking, and many are
colleges are hoping students will convinced those efforts would be
consider before they imbibe ille- even more effective if Mom and
gally or do something stupid after Dad were backing them up.
"We strongly believe that
drinking one too many.
Florida State University is when students go away to colthe latest school to publicly enter- lege, they need to develop indetain the debate, which has pendence away from their home
angered many students, who say and family, .which is why we
parental notification violates their don't send grades home," said
rights to privacy and stunts their Bonnie Hurlburt, dean of stuefforts to gain independence.
dents at Radford University,
"I thinks it's ridiculous," which began telling parents about
Kate Trenner, a senior at Florida student's alcohol violations last
State told the FSView. "When fall.
you go off to college, you 're 18,
"But we were so concerned
and it's time to be on your own. bout alcohol as a serious health
Calling Mom will not help us and safety risk that we felt it was
become better a4ults. Being incumbent upon us to do somearrested seems enough punish- thing to tum it around."
For years, schools have had a
ment for anyone.
"Besides, Mom and Dad will hard time _determining when to
not have that big an impact on call home about a student's
what a student decides to do · behavior.
about drinking," she added.
The Family Educational
"Everyone knows their par- Rights ,, and Privacy Act, also
ents don't agree with getting known
as
the.
Buckley :
Amendment, has long _contained
hammered e".'ery night."
That parents don't neces1lari- a loophole allow~g colleges to
ly agree with their children's rel~ase educational and discipliCHRISTINE TATUM
TMSCAMPUS
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nary records to the parents of
More than half of the 600 tuition bills .
"If the parents are paying for
financially dependent students. first-time offenders of alcohol
But many schools found the policies in 1996-97 - the acade- it, the school should be required
amendment confusing and opted mic year before UD established to tell them," said FSU senior
to inform parents only when stu- its notification policies - were Walter Shealy.
"But if the kids are paying
dents were at risk of death or seri- caught a second time.
But in 1997-98, the first year for it, there's no reason that parous injury.
Congress cleared up a lot of of the new rules, less than one- ents should be involved."
Many college officials agree,
that confusion last fall after fourth of the campus' 630 firstapproving an amendment to the time offenders were caught again. and are limiting their notification
"It's working incredibly policies to students who are
Higher Education Act that now
allows schools to inform parents well," Timothy F. Brooks, the financially dependent.
Despite having congressionanytime a student under 21 vio- university's dean of students told ·
lates campus policies.
The Chronicle of Higher al authorization to blow the whistle on students, several campuses
As a result, several schools Education.
"I'm absolutely convinced are having a hard time establish- including Central Michigan
University, Virginia Tech and the that parents have helped us ing consistent notification poliuniversities of Delaware and reduce future problems. Parents cies.
Some college administrators
Virginia - have hopped on the talk to their sons and daughters
parental-n9tification bandwagon, about inappropriate behavior, and are concerned that not informing
some even requiring that stu- they're saying, 'You need to parents could open them up to litigation should a student die or
dents, not school administrators, change. "'
Central Michigan University receive serious injury as a result
do the dialing.
Some of the toughest notifi- had little trouble deciding what to of violating a school drinking
cation policies are at the do about notification policies this policy.
fall after distributing surveys to
On the other hand, schools
Uni~ersity of Delaware, which
are also concerned that some parstarted calling students' parents in 179 parents of CSU students.
1997 - the same year it impleOf those polled, a whopping ents may overreact to policy viomented a "zero tolerance" rule 176 said they wanted to be -lations and yank their kids out of
that leads to expulsion or suspen- informed when their children vio- school, while others may undersion for students who have had lated the university's policies on react and try to inte.r tere , with a
alcohol and drugs.
college's efforts to discipline . or
three alcohol offenses.
Surprising to some was that help a stud~nt wt10 has problems .
University officials say
they're very pleased with the about half of 218 students sur- with substance abuse. : 1 •
veyed said their parents should be
Florida State administrators
results.
said they would decide· \}'hether.
Sin.ce the implementation of notified.
Many students agree that . ·to implement.notificatiqn policies
the policy, the number of repeat
offenses among .UD students has _parents should be infonned ----, . · ~fter meeting with students, f~cplummeted.
especially when they 're footing ulty memb~.1;s and staff. . 1 • 1 _ , ,
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Note to guys in bars: bats off· Bikes the same as cars
MOLLY WILKINS
FS\l f£W

There is nothing like seeing a
hot guy in a baseball hat.
There's a hint of sex appeal and
mystery when a guy looks up from
beneath the brim. However, there is
a big difference if he's out at a club.
To most women, it's a fashion faux
pas right up there with (gag) wearing
tennis shoes out. When it comes to
club and bar hopping, the rule is hats
off, guys.
"If a guy is dressed up, a hat
doesn't make sense," said Janet
GrezlC?vsk.i, a senior at Florida State
University: "There's a time and
place for everything. In the daytime,
hats are fine. But seeing a guy at (a
popular local hangout) with a baseball cap on lets me know that he's
not legal to drink yet."
And if they can't buy you a
drink, ladies, what is the use of conversation? You see, men, girls have
this radar-thing going on when they

head out. One signal is for the ex- games.
.
boyfriend, one signal is for his new
For the evening time, guys .need
girlfriend and the final signal is for to sport their hair.
older guys to buy them drinks. They_
"My friends would not allow
wearing hats out. They all spend too
steer clear of hat heads.
Hat heads are also a red alert for much time on their hair," FSU senior
bad hair. Why else would a guy be Kory Denato said.
wearing a baseball cap with his club
Senior Joe Lobianco added,
outfit?
"For morning classes, hats are easy
"The frat guys wear them. to because you don't have to worry
cover ugly haircuts," FSU senior about your hair, but it's not appropriate to wear them out."
Dave Riley said.
Bad haircuts can be the downWhile most radar-eyes have
fall of a guy's social life. If this hap- been blurred by booze, the girls can
pens, a guy should not cover up the spot a hat boy from a mile away. If a
rat's nest with a hat and go out. He freshman wants to be known as an
should sit at home until his hair underage
grows out or buy some Dep.
freshman and not approached
"I don't wear hats out. They're by the babes, then fine, wear the hat.
stupid. Mama should have taught But what most of the male populayou better," sophomore Dave tion is concerned about, second to
Kandel said.
sex, is picking up a chick at the bar.
Hats are great for the crack of If this is the case, leave the hat by
dawn classes or for cheating on a your bed and put it on the morning.
finance test. Abercrombie hats look
"We're too busy looking at the
great with khakis, and hats with the girls to be worrying about the hat,"
college logo are great for football FSU senior Dave Riley said.
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according to law
Welcome to UCF. Your rear red reflector and red
university police department light.
Rollerbladers and skate
would like for you to have a
safe time while you pursue boarders are not allowed to
your degree. Our depart- ride in any portion of the
ment offers many programs roadway, including parking
than can assist you in lots, only on provided sideobtaining your goals. One walks. They may use crossarea of concern for us is . walks to cross over the roadpedestrians and bicycle rid- ways.
Violation of these laws
ers.
The department offers has the same penalties as
bike registrations free to all ones with motor vehicles.
At the end of the semesmembers of the university
ter, bikes left abandoned on
community.
be removed
Each bike patrol officer bike racks
has the paperwork available and unclaimed bikes are
to register bikes and give auctioned off. The proceeds
you information concerning of this auction are given to
bike laws in Florida. Bikes Student Government.
Pedestrians
should
parked on campus need to
be properly parked in the know that they must make
bike racks provided. All oth- sure to use crosswalks when
ers will be subject to crossing a street. They must
impounding and an assessed make sure the roadway is
fee.
clear of vehicular traffic
Bikes in Florida are before stepping into the
considered vehicles and crosswalk.
must obey all the same rules
Working together, we
that motor vehicles do when can make sure your stay at
operated on the roadways.
the university is a positive
Riders must ride with experience. Contact the unitraffic and obey all street versity police department
signs and traffic lights. At for information at 823-5555.
night, riders must have a
white light in the front and
Sgt. Melo~y Carpenter
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Traffic congestion creating dangerous
situation in east garage
Perhaps you have noticed
that the parking situation on the
back side of campus, in the area
near the Engineering and
CREOL buildings, has become
quite dire.
With the closing of the only
large paved surface lot next to
CREOL, that leaves only the
garage, the dirt lots, and the small
paved lot behind CREOL for students to park in.
It seems that half of the dirt
parking on the road behind the
east garage was senselessly
closed.
This leaves a very dangerous
situation with such a severe
shortage of parking, students are
forced to come very early, and
simply sit and wait for a spot to
open up.
Traffic congestion inside the
east garage is immense, and the
limited visibility that the garage

provides makes for a dangerous
situation for both persons in vehicles and on foot.
Rest assured, someone will
eventually be injured because of
the inane need that UCF traffic
planners seem to have to make
our once sprawling and beautiful
campus look like downtown
Pittsburgh.
These planners have also
shown us their financial ignorance we are saddled with large,
ugly parking structures that cost a
premium to build each paved
ground parking space costs
approximately $2,000, while
parking spaces in the garage
$5,700,
costs
(http://pegasus.cc. ucf .edu/~park
ing).
By my estimation, if the
funds spent to build the east
garage were instead used to pave
flat land, we could have enough

parking for everyone on the east
side of campus.
The perpetual push toward
garage parking, and the extremely unpleasant reality of parking in
dirt lots far from campus show
that the administration and traffic
planners are sadly out of touch
with the needs of the student
body.
I for one would rather spend
20 more minutes at home with
my daughter every day, rather
than driving around in circles
looking for a parking spot.
Of course, I doubt that the
planners arid executives understand this they probably haven't
been in student parking lots since
the 1960s.
I do know one thing for $35
a semester, I want a paved, quick
and close parking spot!

Matthew A. Treskovich

Number of bike racks not
increasing with student growth
With all the attention that
has been given to automobile
parking difficulties this semester,
I feel I must write in. The parking
situation I am addressing is the
difficulties of bicycle parking.
Three years ago, when I
started going here, I took one
look at how much UCF wanted
for a parking decal vs. how close
I live to school (1.5 miles) and I
decided I could certainly use
some exercise. For the past two
years, I haven't had problems
finding a spot to park my bike in
any of the racks outside the
buildings. It was getting to be a
squeeze, but never one that
couldn't be fixed with a little persuading .
This year, however, I am
having a problem finding a spot
anywhere,
even
at
the
Engineering Building (which has
one of the longest racks on campus) .
It is so bad, I have had to
resort to using a tree at times. The

bikes are packed tighter this year
than I have ever seen, and while
trying to get my bike out, I am
afraid I might hurt someone
else's bike. (Believe me, snapped
chains are no fun, and very
expensive!) I have also witnessed
people who do not want to fight
the stuffed racks and just park
their bikes next to the rack not
locked up! It's a nice campus,
don't get me wrong, but there
may be thieves anywhere. If not
thieves, then those who do not
respect other people's property.
And, who put in the not-verywell-designed. things in front of
the Student Union? Oy! (SGA:
please fix this! Regular racks
could work well there!)
Yes, automobile parking
needs to be increased, but the
bike racks also must grow with
the growth of the school or
what's the point?
Thank you,
Jennifer Vail

•
•

•
•
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As one of the world's leading diversified technology companies, we're breaking new
ground in everything from defense and commercial electronics, to aviation, to
engineering and construction. As a Raytheon employee, you'll contribute to the
development of exciting, revolutionary technology designed to make life better, easier,
and safer throughout the world. Such as our STARS air traffic control system. And our
award-winning NightSight™ technology.
But it all starts with you. Your creativity. Your knowledge. And enthusiasm about the future. In
return, we offer exceptional training and professional development opportunities. A supportive,
down·to-earth work environment. And incredible benefits including flexible schedules
designed to respect your quality of life.

Opportunities are available for exceptional students with the following maiors:

• Aeronautical Engineering
• Chemical Engineering
• Civil Engineering and
Construction Management
• Computer Engineering

•
•
•
•
•

Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Finance/Accounting
Human Resources
Industrial and Labor Relations

•
•
•
•
•

Management
Marketing/Communications
Math
Mechanical Engineering
Physics

WWW.rayjObS.COm/campUS

Check out our Website at
for further information
including a calendar of recruiting events. At Raytheon, we strive to be the employer of choice for a diverse workforce by
attracting, retaining, and recognizing the most talented, resourceful and creative people.

So you can still show off all those great qualities of yours outside of work, too.
We'll be visiting your campus soon - contact your career placement offic~ to schedule an
interview. If you are unable to meet with us, please e-mail your resume to:
resume@rayjobs.com (ASCII text only; no attachments), or mail to: Raytheon.
Company, Attn: National Staffing Data Center, P.O. Box 660246, MS-201,
Dalla~ TX 75266. U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Bringing technology to the edge

Raytheon
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Vicious cycle causes students' voting apathy
DAN MACKLIN
THE STATE NEWS

According to a study by Project Vote
Smart, a voter advocacy group, people our
age are less likely to vote or trust any form
of government.
I don't know about government, but I
don't trust this STUDY for a second. First
of all, it pits 18- to 25-year-olds against all
people 26 and over. This means that one
demographic consists of people varying up
to seven years in age. The other demographic could include participants who
vary as much as 50 or 60 years in age. The
second participant pool also includes
seniors and other age groups that have
very high voter-turnout rates.
So the study is a crock. It only adds
more proof that statistics can be used to
show anything about any group. When it
comes to voter apathy and college-age
people, I don't take a study's word for it, I
take my own.
It's just happenstance that we've
come to the same conclusion.
Our age group IS less likely to vote.
The study 's conclusion is correct, but it
only puts meaningless numbers behind
what everyone already knows. What
proves the study 's conclusion is being a
member of this age group and knowing its
tendencies firsthand.
On the issue of voter apathy, I look at
myself first. I'm not even registered to
vote, which is as apathetic as it gets. I do,
however, educate myself about presidential candidates and their proposed policies
- I just never have thought my one, lonesome vote could matter. I've neglected
registering because it has never seemed
logical to inconvenience myself, through
the registration process, only to give
another drop of water to an ocean (to add
one vote to millions).
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Gradually, my hard-line stance
against voting has softened. My focus has
shifted from the presidential vote (the
ocean) to local races (the Great Lakes).
One vote in a few thousand is more substantial, and .considering these odds has
increased my desire to register.
But I still haven't taken the fated trip
to the Secretary of State's office. Where
does my apathy come from and why is it
so persistent? This discussion is relevant
because my experience (never mind the
study) suggests many MSU students have
apathy similar to my own.
To top that off, if an issue I feel
strongly about arises, my voice will surely
be drowned out by the overwhelming
screams of - my apologies for referring
back to the study - those 26 and older. Or
those 35 and older. It doesn't matter where
the line is drawn, it's just there ... somewhere.
I see the apathy of my fellow students,
my demographic, and know we have no
collective purpose. Together we are caught
in a vicious cycle: I don't vote because the
vast majority of other young people don't
vote. None of the rest of us votes because
... well ... none of the rest of us vote.
The beginning of the problem is also
its end. Voter apathy in our age group is its
own source of continual propagation.
This dilemma ensures that our issues
never will be raised outside of our respective cities. If a state legislator does something we don't agree with, or even enacts
policies directly against us, we are powerless. They don't address our concerns
because we don't vote. We don't vote
because they don't address our concerns.
In East Lansing, students are a silent
majority. Many policies have been enacted
against our best interests directly and indirectly. Yet we are powerless to quell these
policies because we do not vote. Nor do
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we organize.
Many of us who DO actually drag our
butts to the polls are too busy with party
affiliation.
Students, like the majority of
Americans, vote along party lines, not
thinking for a second that none of the
available candidates makes student issues
a priority.
Why would they?
The student demographic will never
make or break a candidate's chances for
election.
It is my duty as an American to tell
each and every student on this campus to
rise up and vote. That would ensure that
our issues would see discussion and our
concerns would be addressed.
But guess what?
None of us will.
I can only blame myself and wallow
in a silent demographic consisting of people as unwilling to take action as myself.

What we - myself included WILL do is wait until we're out of this
lazy, cement-footed demographic.
We'll wait until we're 40-year-oldhomeowning-Republican-N ational Rifle
Association members.
Then our concerns will be shared by
millions.
Then our drops in the oceans and
lakes will, at least, match the rest of the
dirty water.
At this ripe age we can march to the
polls together, safe in the knowledge that
our legislators are free from acknowledging the existence of anyone under 30.
By this time, we'll be glad most
young people don't care enough to vote.
We'll look down on those with our
current status and revel in the fact. that we
can always outvote any student issue.
· We'll keep our country safe from the
tainted ideals of college-age Americans
and love it.
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Miss America is another superficial sham
ASHLEY WEAVER
ARIZONA DAILY WJWCAT

For three hours on Saturday
night, amidst cheesy techno and
spewing golden ribbons, Donnie
and Marie Osmond - yes, the
same Marie Osmond who makes
porcelain dolls, and her brother,
infamous for telling Rosie
O'Donnell that he wasn't sure a
helicopter could handle all her
weight - carried on what th~y
called "one of America's greatest
traditions," the 79th Annual Miss
America shtick.
Looking like perky funeral
directors at their own prom, the
Osmonds said that this year, the
emphasis was supposedly on
"individuality."
I suppose everyone uses a
different brand of glue to attach
their swimsuits to their fannies?
We also found out that Miss
Oregon's secret shame is that she
likes heavy metal music, and that

)--

Miss Rhode Island pulled a
Marilyn while standing on the
Statue of Liberty on a windy day.
This and other puzzling
things about the smile-a-thon
included the fact that they tried to
pass Idaho off as the "Gem State"
when everyone knows it's the
Potato State.
Judges for the nice-capades
included Ricky Martin's manager
and Judge Judy.
Miss New Jersey glibly
laughed, "I've learned everything
the hard way!"
Somehow, I found this hard
to believe. JonBenet Ramsey
learned "the hard way."
The contestants of the Miss
America pageant, with all their
right answers and their political
way of dodging questions that
could upset their tenuous hold on
that tacky crown, are learning the
slippery way.
Ironic p1atforms included
"Eating Disorder Awareness." I

pondered this and the continuing ing on "Regis and Kathy Lee" or
(they claimed) theme of "individ- speaking out against the evils of
uality" and remembered the abortions and divorce.
dethroning of Miss Colorado.
But apparently, even devot"It probably would have ing one's freedom to the Miss
been a lot easier for me if I just America corporation isn't the
went quietly, and I'm sure that's most important thing to become.
Sometime.s it's plain old superfiwhat they wanted me to do.
"But I know what they did cial beauty.
A blurb trying to sell skin
was wrong and I wasn't going to
stand for it, especially when I go . products from the Miss America
into classrooms and I tell kids all Web page itself claims "A crownthe time never to give up and to ing moment in Donna Axum's
go for their dreams. I would be a life was being named Miss
hypocrite if I gave up," said for- America 1964, but Donna's
mer Miss Colorado Regina crowning glory is her flawless
Flores, who was dethroned partly complexion."
This is what the corporation,
because she took a part-time job
at a department store without in 1999, believes is the most
important aspect of the woman
approval.
In 1996, Helen Goldsby was they chose once to be "the ideal"
dethroned from her title as Miss for all women?
"The main reason these
New York for taking a role in a
Broadway play.
ladies are here tonight is educaYup, wouldn't want indepen- tion," said Marie Osmond on
dence to interfere with such Saturday night. Suuure ....
It's interesting to note that
pressing engagements as appear-

11 You're Into Software
.we're Into You.

this glamorous peep show, this
glorified County Fair~ complete
with horsehow stances and
toothy white grins, continues into
the supposedly enlightened next
millennium, simply by passing
itself off as a source for scholarships.
The stances they take on the
bad things are that they are bad
and that things need to happen for
them. to be good.
They told how nice it was to
live in small towns.
They spoke fondly of their
beloved grandparents, siblings,
God and the importance of hard
work. ·
One giggled over the fact
that she liked frozen custards,
while another laughed and admitted she was a "chocoholic."
Contestants pranced around
Epcot Center in a gratuitous
advertisement for the Walt
Disney Company, as the treaclevoiced · boys known as 98
Degrees oozed sentimentality
and drum-tracked pap, singing in
front of giant puppets.
They all looked like puppets
tome.
But perhaps Miss North
Carolina put it best when she
claimed, during the "intensive 12
minute interview" that '·'you can't
fix stupid!"
What I learned on Saturday
night was that you can only dress
"stupid" up in gaudy costumes
and parade it around a runway
while Donnie Osmond croons
"You look good, let's get chillin '."

•

•
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sonware Technicians wanted!
If you want more than just a job, why not start your career with the
world leader in mission-critical business software? Right now, we're
looking for new graduates with bachelor's or master's degrees in
Computer Science or related fields for "Bootcamp." This outstanding
ten-week program starts every January and June, and includes full
salary, free room and board, complete benefits package, full use of CA
facilities, and transportation to and from work. At Bootcamp, you will
work to develop software in the hottest languages, investigate today's
operating systems, and explore the newest technologies.

WhYCA?
Just ask any of our over 17,500 employees and they'll tell you why.
Computer Associates is the world reader in mission-critical business
computing) and had revenue of $5.3 biHion in fiscal year 1999. We
provide software, support and integration services in more than ·100
countries around the world.

We offer a generous compensation package with a long list of benefits
that nobody else can match, including 401 (k) and profit sharing plans,
company-paid medical and dental coverage, tuition reimbursement,
onsite child-care and fitness centers in various locations, and tremendous growth opportunity. Complimentary continental breakfast
served daily.
Call us today and find out why Computerworld ranked CA as one of
the best places to work in the entire computer industry!
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For More lnlormalion. Please Write, FaK, Or Call:
comourer Associates lnternalional, Inc.
one computer Associates Plaza, Islandia, HY 11749
Tel.: 1·800·454·3788 Fax: 1-800-962-9224
or Visit: www.cai.com1career1caiobs.hlm

On-Campus Interviews September 27, 1999

(AOMPUTER®
riSSOCIATES
Software superior by design.

Computer Associates pledges equal access to employment. facilities, and programs regardless of race, color, creed, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age. disability, national origin, veteran sta·
lus, or marital status. C1999 Computer Associates International. Inc., Islandia, NY 11749. All product names ieferenced herein are trademarks of their respective companies.
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Bughead Takes Over
Orlando with Latest
Eftort Kung Fu'd
PATRICIA CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

Live music, cool video games and
free .stuff! Yes, the Sapphire Supper Club
was definitely jumping on Saturday, Sept.
18. Bughead celebrated the release of their
latest effort "KUNG FU'D" along .with the
release of the Madden 2000 video game. To
commemorate the event they threw a great
party downtown with performances by
local band, and friends, Bring Back Joel
and, of course, a performance by Bughead.
The mood of the night was excitement and began with
a lot of people ready
to party. Good companions to Bughead,
Bring Back Joel
warmed up the crowd
with their hard rock
sound with music
dedicated to the support of Bughead and
performing one of the
group's song. Once
· B ughead got on stage
the crowd was anxiously awaiting to
hear music from the
new CD. They kicked
off their appearance
with a song titled
"Why me love." They
also did a little free
style with a song
called "I'm a retard."
Their sound, along
with their name and
look, was eccentric and
entertaining. The only down fall
of the Bughead performance was that at
some points while they were singing the
sound system was so loud that their lyrics
where muffled. This was a shame be~ause
from what could be heard the music sounded great.

PHOTOS BY PATRICIA CANEDO

Top, bassist Jason Powell and John
Gnuechtel (keyboardsI trumpet).
Above, Nathan Adams (drums) and Pat
Jones (vocals/lead guitar) jamming
together.
Bottom and right, Bughead kept the
crowd alive throughout the night with a
contagious mix of jazz, rock and reggae.
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Along with the release of the new
CD came the release of a new video game.
Madden 2000 is a NFL video produced by
Electronic Arts Sports. Throughout the
night you could play the game or see it running on the TVs above the bar. On top of
the bands playing and being able to sample
the new video game, there were prizes to be
won. At the door you received at ticket for
a drawing, if you were lucky enough to
have Nathan Adams, lead vocals and guitar
to Bughead, call your ticket number you
won either a Bughead t-shirt, a copy of
KUNG FU'D, bumper stickers or a PC program packet. The packet contained a program that would allow you to save playstation games to a memory card, then uplo;:i.d
the saved games to your computer, making
plenty of space for other games you would
want to save.
During their break I was able to
speak with John Gnuechtel, who plays
trumpet and keyboard for Bughead. While
John only joined the band 2-3 years ago,
Blfghead has been around for 8 years. The
other members of Bughead, Nathan
Adams, lead vocals and guitar, Jason
Powell, bass guitar and vocal, and Pat
Jones, drummer, have released two previous albums.
With the exception, John
Gnuechtel, the members of this band are
native Floridians. When I asked Gnuechtel
how would he classify the type of music
Bughead performs he responded with
"jazz, rock, reggae, pretty much all types."
I was also told that the name of the CD was
just something that the band thought it
would be fun to do. The cover of the cd is a
photograph of the band appearing in martial arts dress doing Karate kicks.
With the release of Bughead's
new cd, KUNG FU'D, and new video
game, Madden 2000 for playstation, there
was plenty of reason to celebrate.
For those wondering if Bughead
will ever appear at UCF, according to
Gnuechtel anything is possible.
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SHOPPING CENTER
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UCF Student Competes in the Miss America Pageant
....

Kelli Meierhenrv Makes Her Mark Com11eting in 1999 Miss America Scholarshill Pageant
MAGGIE GUNTHER
STAFF WRITER
)

)

•

Everyone on campus (and perhaps North America) is familiar with the
names of Eduardo Sanchez and Daniel
Myrick for creating The Blair Witch
Project, but not everyone knows the name
of Kelli Meierhenry.
Het
name can also
be added to the
list of nationally
successful UCF
communications students. ·
Meierhenry, a
senior majoring
in
Radio/TV,
made her mark
on ·the national
scene as she
competed in the
Miss America
·Scholarship
Pageant
Saturday, Sept.
David
18.
Pinner,
a
Freshman
majoring
in
Computer
Science said "I
had no idea she
was
Miss
Florida. It would be great if she won (the
pageant)."
Meierhenry is 24, in her final
year at UCF. She won the Miss UCF
pageant last March and went on to win
Miss Florida in June. She is attending UC~

on a full music scholarship and is involved
in the Variations Show Choir. She also produced the video Student Success Secrets.
She belongs to Phi Theta Kappa, and is
also on the Dean's List. She is currently
working on a B.A. in Radio(fV broadcasting.
Outside of school, she has worked for Walt
Disney World as Belle in Beauty and the
Beast and Ariel
in Voyage of
the
Little
Mermaid. Her
career ambition
is to become a
news anchor
for a major network affiliate
and also to perform
on
Broadway.
The
79th
Annual Miss
America
Pageant aired
on
ABC
Saturday at 8
p.m. In the talent competition, she competed in the
vocal area. Her
speaking platform was for
H.E.A.R.T.
Helping
Educate At Risk Teens, a drop out prevention organization.
Meierhenry did
not place in the pageant, which was won
for the first time by Miss Kentucky, Renee
French, but UCF was proud to be represented by her.

PHOTOS COURTllSY OF MISS AMERICA PAGEANT

Center, Senior Kelly Meierhenry represented UCF in
the Miss America Pageant on Sept. 18. She belongs
to Phi Theta Kappa, and is also on the Dean's List.
Meierhenry is currently working on a B.A. in
Radio/TV broadcasting.

Above, Meierhenry (center) poses with other conies·
tants after being crowned Miss Florida earlier this
year in June
Left, Meierhenry receives the crown during the
pageant's awards ceremony and becomes the new
Miss Florida•
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• 20 Big Screens
• TodaY'• Hottest Movies

$6.00 OFF for Florida Residents!
When you buy your movie ticket, your
Universal Studios EscapesM parking ticket gets
you up to $6.00 OFF any purchase at our
concession stand. Florida i...D. required.
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Minot's Third Novel
·'Evenings' Unfolds
tile's Own Subtleties
KEN MERCER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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9:00pm @ Cape Florida Ballroom

Sometimes we think we know what life is all about. We
think we've got everything figured out, that we know the configuration of our hearts, that we understand the universe and our place
in it. Then suddenly love comes, clumsy and unexpected, to knock
us down and leave us helpless. Love comes in a massive wave,
sweeping away our pretensions, leaving us on the shore out of
breath, confused and wondering what happened. Love comes, and
then for some it leaves as quickly as it came.
This is one of the many themes of Evening, the new novel
by Susan Minot. Evening is the story of Ann Lord, who after three
marriages and five children lies dying in an upstairs bedroom of
her house in Cambridge, Massachusetts. As she fades in and out of
consciousness, Lord returns again and again to a wedding forty
years earlier, to a time when her name was Ann Grant and she was
just beginning to make her way in the world. But Ann Grant's life
is changed forever when she falls in love at first sight with Harris
Arden, a doctor from Chicago who, with the perspective of a lifetime, was her one true love. Over the course of the novel, Ann
Lord remembers the events of both that weekend and the years that
followed in a dream-like haze that disintegrates the boundaries
between the present and the collection of remembrances that she
keeps secret inside herself.
Evening is a review of the significance of one woman's
life and the disappointments she has suffered over the years. All of
the trivialities of Ann's life, from clothes to kitchen counters, are
mingled together with the husbands ·and marriages and the children they produced, but all of these things slip away and are forgotten. The things Ann won't let herself forget are the things she
couldn't help and the changes she couldn't make. The pain of
dying is blended with the pain of missed opportunitie·s, leaving her
with the awful simplicity of her life, namely that there are no
explanations for her sufferings.
Susan Minot's writing reveals that we we are always in
the dark except when we are in love. For some the light is kept
burning, but for Ann, lying in her bed at the end of her life, love
came only as a flash, illuminating her memories just long enough
to show her what she might have had. As her life and mind begin
to fade, Ann realizes that much of life doesn't matter, yet it is the
things that do matter that we can't control, and for this we are
made to suffer.
"Memory, along with desire and death, are the themes
that won't leave me" says Minot . "Memory, the activity of the
mind and heart which both gives meaning to life and pulls us back
from it, determines the way we narrate our lives. Memory is another example of the isolation of individuals - each has his or her own,
it can never be shared exactly. And yet one finds treasures there,
treasures that seem to last for a while."
As she waits to die, Ann Lord remembers the intensity
between her and Harris, an intensity that consumed her and left her
empty for the forty years that followed. The way Minot writes puts
us in the mind of both Ann Grant and Ann Lord, delicately weaving the events of Ann's life together to reveal the warm dark places
in her heart, where true love and fascination are kept secret. She
also gives us glimpses of Ann's children as they watch their mother fading away, and in doing so she gives a taste of the helpless-

Free passes available in the
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and not guaranteed. Please arrive early.
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NC/1112000,. Get Readv For Real College Football
MATTHEW BARRETT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

SCREE:-ISHOTS COURTESY OF

EAS

NCAA Football 2000 provides players with realistic gaming experience with amazing graphics.

Brady or Henson? You make the
decision. And leave Lloyd Carr out of it.
Sound too good to be true? Well it's all
within the realm of possibility in "NCAA
Football 2000," a game that's sure to keep
college football fans locked to their controllers for hours on end.
The game's best feature, far and
away, is its authenticity. E~ch school has
its own stadium , fight song and the
actual players from its team featured in the game (the players are identified only by
their numbers, not their
names) . .
Knowing
the
players makes things
much mote fun and exciting, and allows gamers the chance to settle
the aforementioned quarterback debate
once and for all.
As far as teams go, "NCAA
Football 2000" is well-stocked . .Players
can choose the Wolverines or any of the
other 139 different teams offered, and
guide them through a year complete with
that school's actual 1999 schedule.
Those who opt to control a team
for an entire season, can also compete for
the Reisman Trophy, check out their position in the polls (updated weekly) and
choose between a tournament or bowl
game to determine the national champion.
By no means is the action limited

to the big boys - a variety of division 1-AA
schools are included. In addition, the game
boasts 40 .different classic match-ups that
span through 51 years of college footba11.
By far, the best contest is the 1973
Michigan- Ohio State game, which provides fans still bitter about the Rose Bowl
snub the opportunity to grab control of the
Dennis Franklin led squad and take the
appropriate revenge.
The other two classic Michigan
teams featured are the 1991 (versus
Washington) and 1997 (versus Washington
State) squads, both going up
against their opponents in
the Rose Bowl.
The game itself is pretty
simple to learn and in a
matter of minutes firsttimers can figure out how to
handle things on the offensive side
of the ball. Defense is another story - it
takes some time to get the hang of the
hefty playbook, but with the proper dedication, anyone can be a star.
Players can also choose between
four different skill levels (Junior Varsity,
Varsity, All American and Heisman) - so
beginners can start from the bottom and
work their way up.
"NCAA Football 2000" provides
so many different opportunities to garners
that months could be spent playing before
all of its options were exhausted. So
whether you're leading the Wolverines or
one of the other 200 plus teams featured,
"NCAA Football 2000" is a great way to
kill some time on a lazy fall afternoon.
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Thinly sliced corn beef, swiss
ch~ese, sauerkraut, one special
sauce on toasted marble rye
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Located in the UCF
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ACROSS
1 H. Perot
s European
ermines
11 Sett-image
14 Oven setting
15 Shotgun ball
16 Ear-like
projection
17 Author of "The Sea, the Sea"
19 Jordan's
nickname
20 Reverses a
trend
22 Tear into strips
25 Bowling alleys

Locos Pool Tournament 6-8 pm Every Friday!

• MAMAS MEATBALL SUB • SNAPPERHEAD SANDWICH • ITALIAN STALLION • BLTC • ,

27 Rarity
32 Pension $$
33 Surrounding with
aglow
34 Beach
acquisition
35 Speaks evil of
36 Floral ring
39 Arsonist
40 Trigger's lunch
41 Lewd jokes
44 River to the
Caspian
45 Ham it up
46 No longer fresh
47 Accounting
programs
53 Newman classic
54 Escaped the
consequences of
58 Anger
59 Click beetle
60 Brainstorm
61 _diem (daily)
62 Underscore
63 SAT section

1999 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

9 Software support
10 Volcano in the
Cascades
11 Galahad's
mother
12 Shows the way
13 Female beast
18 Wet soil
21 Zesty flavor
22 Long, narrow cut
23 Round dance
24 Chestnut-andgray horse
27 Piece of broken
pottery
DOWN
28 Less-colored
1 Diamond stat
29 Excuse
2 Pole with a
30 Scoundrel
blade
31 Carries a 1une
3 Go on snow
35 Travel distances
4 Sonnet stanzas 36 Zhivago's love
5 San Antonio
37 Alternative to
player
etc.
6 Fork-tailed
38 _ ofWight
seabird
39 Destiny
7 Early car ma<er 40 Do the crawl
8 Plenty
faster

tl 3 d
3 tl I

anH

tl I V
8 nl
0 8 3

41 Send back cargo
42 Contaminated
43 Boundary
46 Farm enclosure
48 Clumsy clod
49 Night light
50 Dislike intensely

51 Flock females
52 Corn units
55 Rhoda's TV
mother
56 Hanoi holiday
57 Triumphant
exclamation

-
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50% off admission to
Disney's Blizzard Beach
or Disney's Typhoon lagoon.
• Complimentary parking and inner-tubes.
• Valid Florida College Student l.D. required.
• Through December 19, 1999.

Dear Nancy,

Bodysurf in one of the world's largest
wave pools al tropical Typhoon Lagoon.

I work with this girl who is
really hot. I mean every
time I work with her guys
come in and give her compliments about how beautiful she is. Anyway we kind
of have this flirty thing
going on and the other day
she snuck a note into my
jacket. It was this poem all
about love and how her
heart is aching to be with
me, how _she has all this
pain over me, etc. I've only
known her about a month
from work and I know she
sounds like a freak but she's
really like I said good look~
ing. I'd kind of like to get
with her. What do you
think, is it THAT bad of an
idea?
i; IRestless over romance
Dear Restless,

11448 University Blvd. • 381-9521
Florida Mall
848 Sandlake Rd. • 85 1-3131
Altamonte S rin s
99 5 S.R. 434 • 77 4-0600

Sanford
111 Oregon Ave. • 320-8158
Winter Pad<

605 No. Orlando Ave.• 740-6742
PROUD SPONSOR OF UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA ATHLETICS.

beautiful girls in the world and
if this one's interested in you
I'm sure there are others that
are too. I would think long and
hard about this before making
any moves at least until you
find a new job.

Dear Nancy,
The other day at a
party I did something really stupid, I
slept with my friends
boyfriend. We were both
really drunk and we were
alone in my room together
and it just happened. He
made me promise not to
say anything to her but I
feel really guilty and I've
been thinking that I
should. He's cheated on
her before and she stayed
with him but said it was his
last chance. I don't know
what to do, I'm afraid if I
say something he'll blame
it all on me and besides I
don't want to hurt her.
Please help!

If you don't mind coming home
to your pet bunny boiling on the
stove then I say "Go for it!" But
if you think you're restless now,
look out. This girl has gor it Sincerely,
bad, in the head that is. This situation sounds like it could turn Sorry and ashamed
into an after school special,
Dear Sorry,
teaching kids not to get
involved with someone who
Sorry is right. You are
sneaks a "love" poem into their l
coat. Let me guess, she wrote I
one sorry ass friehd.
about how her heart is bleeding How I want to know did it "just
on the floor where you left it happen?" Did you "just hapwhen you forgot to say bye to pen" to be naked and fall down
her when you left work the I on top of him?
other day, right?
I hate to break the news to you
The way you mention sweetheart bµt I think it's a I.ithow fine this girl is to you, tie too late to be concerned
makes it sound like you want a about your friends feelings.
little nookie. Well if you think Yes, people make mistakes ·but
it's worth the chance you could don't think you 're going to be
try but it doesn't sound like it's forgiven for this one. I suggest
going to be easy. You've hardly that you tell her, it's the le;ast
been around her and already you could do. I think that 1,he
she's talking about the pain deserves to know that not @ly
you've caused her. Who knows was she betrayed by her il\an
what she's capable of? You but also by her friend, and at.the
could ~iss her once and she'll
be nammg your unborn children
and scraping the paint off your
car when you 're five minutes
late to work.
There are plenty of

same time. What a coincide!-.··· .
After you tell h ·if
she's smart, she'll dump
t
pathetic excuse for a boyfri, _ .
Then you can date him. It.lve
fun!

-, '
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-Department of Energy security guidelines
released in August, in response to reports of
Chinese espionage, include a requirement that
workers report any "close and continuing contact"
(defined as two or more visits) with nationals from
25 specified countries. DOE official Edward
Curran acknowledged to reporters that continuing
sexual relationships are covered but that one-night
stands are not and said he did not believe the
guidelines would undermine romance or encourage promiscuity.

swinger but a gentle and charitable person and that
one reason he was put on Earth was to defend her
honor.

Too Much Time on Their Hands
According to a May Reuters dispatch, the city-supported Icelandic Phallological Museum in
Reykjav-ik is closing in on its goal of housing at
least one sample penis from every mammal native
to Iceland. Only "man" and one species of whale
are missing, and curator Sigurdur Hjartarson has
solved the first problem with a letter from an 83year-old former Lothario promising his organ
upon his death (in an erect state if doctors can act
quickly enough). Some whale species, though,
have only the tips displayed because the entire
organs are too long (10 feet) or too heavy (more
than 100 pounds).

-An August London Observer story alerted
Britons that this summer's New York City fashion
fad of live snakes as women's accessories would
soon hit England. Londoners just back from
Manhattan reported they had seen "several" or
"quite a few" snakes on the street, from dance-club
exhibitionists to the upscale patrons of trendy bars
like Max Fish, with serpents usually carried in
. -In June, the Tokyo firm Epoch introduced the
handbags and chosen for their color, e.g., albinos
P1antone, an egg-shaped, battery-operated, $55
or green garters or bright-banded com snakes.
appliance that, when wired to a plant's leaves,
checks its emotional state and reports that to the
caretaker in a series of lights and sounds.
In May, William Pittman, an official at the
Hazelden Foundation !fear Minneapolis and an -In an April feature just after the air war over
authority on alcoholism and anger management, Yugoslavia began, the Boston Globe profiled a
pled guilty to harassing his ex-wife, including group of Watertown, Mass., residents who met
sending anonymous notes suggesting she kill her- daily to engage in an "advanced" form of
self. And in September, anesthesiologist Thomas J. Transcendental Meditation to send brain waves of
Valente, 41, pled guilty in Apple Valley, Minn., to calmness halfway around the world to dissipate the
punching a 69-year-old woman in the face in a stresses that caused the war. Said one participant
road-rage incident. And in August, Debra A. (described as a "financial writer"), "We're underDoherty, 38, was charged in Minneapolis with mining warlike tendencies." The meditation failed
administering a nearly fatal beating with a broom- for 80 days, but on June 21, NATO ended its
stick and a crutch to a 39-year-old roommate with bombing campaign.
muscular dystrophy.

"Minnesota Nice"

The Weirdo-American Community
n May, Miami-Dade police arrested John Troy
Davey, 37, and accused him of being one of a gang
of serial flashers working Miami neighborhoods.
Gang members' outfits included bandannas, gstrings and women's panties with the crotch cut
out. According to police, the men discussed techniques and target neighborhoods on the Internet.
-At an academic conference on sexuality in
Madison, Wis., in May, Robert Bahr, the founder
of a newsletter on masturbation, told attendees that
some of his readers have adopted the "solo" sexual orientation, being neither hetero- nor homo- nor
bi-sexual. According to Bahr, in remarks reported
by Canada's National Post, these men "have fallen
in love with their own reflections." Some engage
in "marathons of masturbation, honeymoons in
which they lock themselves away in their own
homes, parading naked from mirror to mirror."
-In June, a Sandpoint, Idaho, publisher released a
book on numerical patterns that reveal the "musical and electromagnetic frequencies for spiritual
evolution and world healing," patterns that
appeared spontaneously one day on his author's
car windshield, he said. The publisher is dentist
and Harvard-degreed health educator Leonard
Horowitz, who told the Spokane (Wash.)
Spokesman-Review in July that he used to calm
his root-canal patients with holistic techniques
rather than anesthesia.
-In an August Providence Journal profile, 47year-old substitute teacher Herb Gardner of
Smithfield, R.I., described his 30-year obsession
with the late actress Sharon Tate, who was murdered by the Charles Manson family in Los
Angeles in 1969 at the age of 26. With his wife's
support and inspired by his collection of Tate
posters, videos and other memorabilia, Gardner
spends his time energetically pointing out to all
who will listen that Tate was not a Hollywood

DUFFY'S

Psychogenic Fugues
People recently formally diagnosed with "psychogenic fugue" - temporarily abandoning one's
current reality and falling into a substitute which of course informally describes most people
reported in News of the Weird: Tim Carpenter, 44, ·
former publisher of Christian books, pled guilty in
Springfield, Mo., in July to causing a false police
report; in December 1998, he had walked away
from his home and job in Springfield and was
found the next week working in Memphis, Tenn.
And Dan Ristau, 50, was convicted of trespassing
in Geneseo, Ill., in June for going to an acquaintance's home in the middle of the night and sitting
on her bed because he said he needed to talk to her.

10042 University Blvd.
Corner of University & Dean
(one mile west of UCF)
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APARTMENT-COMPLEXES HAVE
LEGAL
REPRESENTATION ...
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DO YOU?
YES .........

II III

STUDENT

LEGAL
SERVICES

For additional information, contact Student Legal
Services. 823-2538, SRC 155.
Funded by A&SF as allocated by Student Government.
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Recurring Themes
Latest woman to continue to propose everlasting
matrimonial bliss with a man who earlier attempted to kill her: Hong Kong waiter Ms. Au Wing-sze,
18, who in August vowed to marry Tang Kwokwai even though he had just been convicted of
tossing her over an 18th-floor balcony and stomping her hands as she clung to the railing. (She hung
on long enough for a downstairs neighbor to pull
her to safety.) Said Au's lawyer, "If anything, (the
incident) has only strengthened (their) relationship."

Least Justifiable Homicides
Virgil A. Henderson, convicted in Minneapolis in
March (victim had been dogging Henderson to
take a bath and change clothes); Brian N. Wright
and Rantone D. Howard, charged in Independence,
Mo., in April (victim crashed a party and drank
beer without permission); James Gatling Jr., convicted in Newport News, Va., in February (wanted
to buy victim's Porsche but felt victim humiliated
him by insinuating Gatling was unworthy of a
Porsche).
(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, P.O.
Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679, or Weird@compuserve.com.)

O Uncomfortable?
OTremble?

Cl Sweat?
o Have an upset stomach?
0 Have a racing heartbeat?
If so, you may have Social Anxiety.

<

If you are 18 to 70 years old, you may qualify to participate
in a clinical re5earch study.
Please cal\ today'

EUgib\e participants receive:
• Study-related medical

treatment/ care
• Study medication

•··=clinical Srudies
::•oRLll~DO

••

for more
1nformaUon.

407~629·9292
800·656·4442

---

Todov''S Rmorth for 1ruoomm's Trentmems.
2100 Aloma Av~aU<::, Suite ZOOA
\\'lnrer M.. Florida 32792

www.clinkalstudies.net
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Chris Cornet
Euphoria Morning

...

Passionate lyrics and innovative
sounds are copious in ex-Soundgarden
front man Chris Comell 's first solo effort,
"Euphoria Morning."
For music lovers who have grown
sick of "alternative rock" and are ready for
a more progressive Seattle sound,
"Euphoria" couldn't be a better medicine.
But Soundgarden fans expecting a resurrection of the extinct band may be disappointed with Cornell's evolution into a
more mature and innovative sound.
The level of passion evident in an
artist's medium is the element that makes
the final product either a success or failure.
Having taken part in producing, arranging
and mixing the album, Cornell's passion
not only is evident, but consistent throughout the album. The result is a unique and
artistic showcase of Cornell's talents.
Comell 's risk-taking never ceases
throughout the album as he attempts to
redefine his style and the stereotypical
Seattle music genre. He uses a piano, hints
of record scratching and nontraditional
drum beats in a tasteful and complementary manner to boost the intensity and passionate tone of his newfound, solo talent.
These instruments, previously
unheard in "Seattle rock," aren't the only
risks Cornell took in redefining his image.
The record incorporates several ballads
with poetic lyrics that seem to be heavily
influenced by the late Jim Morrison. The
lyrics are deep, personal and leave room

for listener interpretation - a quality for
which Morrison's poetry and musical
lyrics were famous. "Sweet Euphoria"
(Track 9) begins with the mellow sounds
of an acoustic guitar b~fore the rough, yet
soothing tone of Cornell's voice gently
sings "Sweet Euphoria mine is the heart
you own. You lost the grace of the hands
that harmed you."
The solo experience gave Cornell
total control and the creative license to
incorporate sounds and ideas previously
untouched by him and his Soundgarden
band mates. If "Euphoria Morning" is any
clue as to what is in the future for Cornell,
Soundgarden's memory will soon be lost
in the shadow of Cornell's solo career.

-JOSH SANSERI

copycat performance ironically cheapens
what could have been a strong debut on A
Cheap and Evil Girl.
Sharp gained initial attention
with her creative musical ode to X-Files
heartthrob titled "David Duchovny" that
became an inside Hollywood industry joke
and helped Sharp obtain her record contract. Sharp follows the fool for love role
on such rockers as "Smitten" and "Show
Me." Along with the love lorn tracks,
Sharp spins entertaining tales of crude and
lewd girls who "race toward the horizon"
on "Faster, Faster", and "put you in their
pocket" on the speedy title track.
But Sharp's storytelling skills
suffer from her poor delivery. Sharp's
vocals have tendency to dip and rise like a
rollercoaster and end with banshee wails
that beg to be cut short. /Vocal inconsistency does not always equal edginess, which
is what Sharp seems to be attempting to
capture.
Maybe if Sharp had given more
time to individualizing her vocals, she
wouldn't have tragically embodied the title
of her debut.

-SHONE BUSWELL

Bree Sharp
ACheap and Evil Girl
In the Lilith popular 90s, breaking female artists are in the business of
musical chemistry. Many are cross blending the vocals of their more successful
peers to form new combinations. For
instance, take one part Natalie Merchant's
throaty warble and one part Alanis
Morissette angst, and voila, you have Bree
Sharp.
Though gifted lyrically and
Once upon a time, when alternainstrumentally, Sharp, a 23-year-old tive
rock
was just beginning its slow death,
Philadelphia native, relies on a "single
a
small
indie
rock combo called the Folk
white female" vocal technique that actualImplosion
had
a surprise hit with "Natural
1~ is more annoying than innovative. Her

The Folk Implosion
One Part Lullaby

One," from the "Kids" soundtrack.
The song's success seemed like a
fluke at the time. Folk Implosion wasn't
even a "band" in the textbook sense of the
term but merely a side project for John
Davis, a solo artist, and Lou Barlow, member of famed indie-rockers Sebadoh. The
group refused to tour and released albums
only periodically.
The band seemed to ignore its hit
by doing nothing for a few years then
releasing an album on the small independent label Communion.
The songs were too indie-rock
subtle to gamer radio airplay, and the lowbudget production was a move away from
the polished sound of "Natural One."
By staying away from the tainted
world of corporate rock and MTV, Barlow
and Davis didn't overexpose themselves or
compromise their music.
For the first time, the Implosion
sounds like a band. The songs are full, rich
and strong. The lyrics are still moody and
complex, and there are still weird guitar
chords and oddball noises. But the songs
are catchy enough for your grandparents to
hum.
This is the real follow-up to
"Natural One."
The title track is a soaring,
melodic ballad with a harp adding loads of
texture. "Free to Go" is a propulsive pop
song that should be a hit if there is any" justice in this world.
No Need to Worry" has one of the
catchiest choruses of the year, and "E.Z.
L.A." has some cool Vocoder effects on
the vocals, like a morphine-addled version
of Zapp's "More Bounce to the Ounce."
Even the instrumental, "Serge," a tribute to
French jazz and pop composer Serge
Gainsbourg, sticks in the listener's head.
But for anyone sick of substancefree pap who still enjoys a well-crafted
pop hook; "One Part Lullaby" is a revelation.

-JOSH KRAUTER
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FREE ADVANCE SCREENING

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
@ Cape Florida Ballroom
9 PM Wednesday, September 22

FREE ADMISSION* whlle passes last
INFO?: call 823-64 71
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-osa
* Funded by the Activity and Service Fee
as allocated by the Student Government
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Association. Passes available in the
Student Union, Room 215, Student
Activities.

KINGS

Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed.
Please arrive early.
Presented in association with Campus Activities Board

©1999 Warner Bros. All Rights Reserved
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FOR SALE

who are interested in owning their own
web-based business. We will provide
stanup for right people. Details, e-mail:
tedge@bellsouth.net.

For Sale - Close to UCF. 2/2 Mobile
home in gated, golf community. Pools.
tennis, etc. Motivated seller. Why pay
rent? Call 208-1916 or 275-6690.

CNA/CNE Computer Specialist. Parttime on campus for undergraduates.
douglas@ucf.edu

1988 Toyota Yan LE, A/C, CD Stereo
New Tires, Towing Pkg, excellent shape
& condition asking $1,800 Jose @ 6580952 or e-mail ChiefJGLA@aol.com

Will train fun, reliable, energetic people
to teach recreational gymnastics classes &
birthday parties at kid's gym. Call
MY GYM@ 869-4965.

For Sale Blue & Mauve Sleeper Sofa $150;
2 blue chairs (swivel & rock) $50 ea.
All items are in very good condition.
Call 366-3958.

FoRRENT
Room for rent on lO acre Horse Farm or
will exchange room for help with horses
and house cleaning. Ask for Frank
365-9866.
For Rent - Nice Studio Condo University/Goldenrod area. New dishwasher and murphy bed. $490/month
includes water. Call Scott 678-9881.
Large 2 BR 2 BA apt., very quiet, walk to
school, nice view. rent is $475 per month,
(407) 349-2723.

HELP WANTED
· We are looking for 2 motivated students

Part-time Receptionist - needed for afternoons for mortgage company located in
Altamonte Springs. Must have computer
knowledge, Call 830-7066 or fax
830-8442.
Part-time (after-school) nanny wanted in
Dr. Phillips for one six year old child.
Must be non-smoker, have own transportation and be a strong swimmer.
Competitive pay. Call Paula or Mike
(407) 521-8175.
Now seeking students to work on campus.
Up to $8/hour. Leave your name and
phone number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.
Greeks earn $450-800 with easy 3-hour
fundraiser event. No sales . Limited availability so call today! Leave your name
and phone number for Robert @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 305.
Tele-Marketers: 6-9:00 pm, Mon - Thurs
for mortgage company. Call 830-7066 or
fax 830-8442, atten: John.

Ladies! Earn $I OD to $200 per night selling roses in elegant nightclubs such as
Roxies and Backstage. Wear beautiful
dresses and work with style while you
earn $25 to $50 per hour! Hours are short
- 9 pm - 3 am. Part-time is Friday and
Saturday. Fulltime is Wednesday Saturday. Nights go by fast, top salary,
quality people! Must be 19, own a car and
have a great personality. Join our team!
Call Tracey at 521-8003 or Renee at 9770449.
Swimming Instructor wanted must be
experienced and certified $9.50/hour flexible schedule P/t or F/T. Call 699-1992.

Help Wanted - Valet Parking Attendants
needed. Clean driving record and the ability to work under strenuous physical conditions are a must. Many locations. $7.00
to $12.00 an hour. 25 positions must be
filled immediately. Apply in personal at
the Marriott Downtown located next to
the arena or the Omni Rosen on
International Drive.
Orlando Regional Lucerne Hospital
would like you to volunteer. Positions
available in PT & OT, Transitional Care,
Radiology & other departments. If interested call, 649-6222.
Babysitter need~d to watch two boys in
the afternoons from 2:30 pm - 6:00 pm
each day in Tuscawilla neighborhood.
Call 366-1539 after 6:30 pm if interested.
Christian Preschool Teachers, Ahemoon
Teachers (3:00 - 6:00 pm), Substitutes &
Bus Driver fro field trips needed for
Union Park Christian School, 10301 East
Colonial Drive, Orlando. If you love children and God, call 282-055 l.

Customer Service Reps - Sears Logistics
Services, Inc. is hiring delivery consultants. No selling. Starts at $6.50/hour and
can earn $7 .00/hour after 90 days. PT 2035 hours per week, flexible schedul~ SunSat. Tuition reimbursement. Apply in person Tues-Fri 9 am-4 pm at 3825
Forsyth Rd, Winter Park, or call
(407) 677-2018. Dept SLS, HR EOE/AA.
Store Manager, Lead Cashier and
PT Cashier· Retail experience (at least
2 years supervisory for Manager position), cash handling and excellent customer service skills required. Must also
have valid driver's license and insurable
driving record for Manager and Lead
Cashier positions. Excellent benefits
package, good salary (plus bonus potential) and promotional opportunities. Apply
at the following store: Union Park 10525
E. Colonial Drive (407) 277-4999 DRUG
FREE WORK PLACE, EOE

SERVICES
Drowning in Debt???
Non profit agency available to assist with
debt consolidation program.
- Stop collection calls
- Lower interest
- Consolidate into one payment
- Licensed & Bonded
- Free consultation by phone or in person.
Call free 24 hour message
(407) 772-2298 or call office direct at
(407) 599-0057 x I.

Browse icpt.com for Springbreak ·'2000".
ALL destinations offered. Trip
Participants~Student Orgs & Campus
Sales Reps wanted. Fabulous parties,
hotels & prices. Call Inter-Campus
800-327-6013.
Parties. Hay Rides, Bon Fires, Horse
Rentals. Two locations. Oviedo Area/St.
Johns River. Boating also available.
Discount for students. 365-9866 or 3659815.
Have Fun Raising Funds for your clubs,
teams & groups. Earn up to $500 or
more! Put our 25+ years of fundraising
experience to work for you. Call now for
details on a Free CD of your choice!
(800) 592-2121 ext. 725

ROOMMATES
Sub-leaser wanted for College Park
Community-May 10 - August lO, 1999.
Excellent location. All utilities included.
Pool. tennis, etc. $355.00 per month or
$1,000.00" up-front for 3 months. Call
Shawn at
(407) 926-5475

Lakefront - 23 yr. old SWM seeks M to
share 2 BR/I BA cottage on Lake Triplet,
near Casselberry Golf Club. Tile flr,
screened porch, covered parking, dock
being built. N/smokers & serious student~
preferred. $425/month + utilities. Call
Mike days (407) 823-3138 eves (407)
282-7112 x 7628
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Typing with Editing
$2.00 per double spaced page
Call Pam@ (407) 365-2569.
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ediately!

'

'\ www.ucffuture.c~mljobs.html for more info
'i.

~UCF
J

Need 10 responsible UCF students for part-time work in
university phonathon. Start work on Aug. 30th
•Good Pay (start at $5.50 per hour)
• Student friendly hours (9 - 18 hours per week)
Sunday 1 - 4 pm
Evenings 6 - 9: 15 pm Sunday-Thursday
• Close to campus (Research Park)

For More Information Call 249-4740
Ask for Matt Hodge

'
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Billions in
scholarships
unclaimed,
experts· say

Student Government Senate Allocations
8/1/99 to 8/31/99

Bill#

Organization Name

Amount

Purpose

Senate Working Fund
OAFOOl
OAF002
OAF003
OAF004
SB31-69

CANONCOVERWITHSGALOGO
CONFERENCE AT UCF

$947.23
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$700.00
$10,561.00

Total Senate Working Fund

S14,208.23

COLLEGE PROMOTIONAL PROJECTS

EDUC. COLLEGE COUNCIL
SENATE LJR COMMITTEE
JJCF PAINTBALL ASSNrrEAM
ARMY ROTC
UNITED RESIDENT STUDENT ASSN

BOOK~,

SUPPLIES & ACC.
PAINTBALLS&STORAGE

C & 0 - Office Supplies
AOlO

EDUC. COLLEGE COUNCIL

$150.00

OFFICE SUPPLIES

Total C & O - Office Supplies

$150.00

C & 0-Travel

,\

R014
SB3l-36
SB31-44

UCF TRIAL TEAM
TANIA SHERSIN
DELTA SIGMA PI

TOURNAMENT (DEMOUNES)
REGIONAL CONFERENCE
AIRFARES, LODG., REGISTRATIONS

SB3 l-45
SB31-46
SB31-47
SB3l-48
SB31-49
SB31-50
SB31-52
SB3 l-53
SB31-56
SB31-57

AM SOC OF QUALITY
AM SOC OF QUALITY
INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
TAU BETA PI
TAU BETA PI
SOC OF WOMENS ENGINEERS
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION GRADUATE STUDENTS
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
UCF TRIAL TEAM

SB31-70
SB31-85

UCF HUMAN FACTORS AND ERGONOMICS SOC
ARTS & SCIENCES COLLEGE COUNCIL

CONFERENCE IN FLORIDA
CONFERENCE IN NEW JERSEY
CONFERENCE IN PHOENIX
CONFERENCE IN PHILADELPIIlA
CONFERENCE IN LOS ANGELES
CONFERENCE IN WISCONSIN
CONFERENCE IN MARCH 2000
AIRFARE, LODG., REGISTRATION
BIENNIAL CONVENTION
TWO CONFERENCES
CONFERENCE IN HOUSTON
WASH. D.C. FORUM

Total

·'?

•

C & 0-Travel

$1,000.00
$2,100.00
$2,945.00
$2,463.84
$2,514.39
$2,405.00
$1,793.64
$1,650.00
$2,760.00
$3,940.00
$2,880.00
$1,787.00
$16,118.00
$9,780.00
$3,280.00

CHRIS SCHURTZ
NEW MEXICO STATE

$57,416.87

Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the Student Government Association.
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LAS _CRUCES, N.M. -- Although nearly every cent of state
and federal scholarship money awarded to students throug~out
the country every semester is claimed, possibly billions of dollars
in private ~;cholarships aren't.
According to some estimates, there may be anywhere from $5
billion to $20 billion in unclaimed, private scholarship money.
Many scholarships go unclaimed because students are unaware
they exist; many of the businesses and private organizations
offering them don't have the time or resources to do mass advertising to promote their donations, said Valerie Davis, a scholarship coordinator at Nev. Mexico State University.
Because of that, she said, it's up to students to find the information themselves.
Private scholarships come from a wide variety of sources
such as businesses, corporations, private donors and political,
ethnic or community organizations. While some are awarded
according to need, most of a specific focus that ta~e into account
things such as ·a recipient's field of study, race or family ties to a
the military or a particular religion.
_Making it hard for students to find private scholarships is the
absence of an official national database keeping track of them.
There are, however, several unofficial Web sites reporting varied
numbers on the amount of private scholarship money unclaimed
and the number of students receiving that money. The United
Scholarship Advisement Web page estimated that in 1998, $20
billion in educational funding went unclaimed. An estimate from
the National Commission on Student Financial Assistance said
only $400 million of an estimated $7 billion available was
claimed, leaving $6.6 billion unclaimed. A 1996 U.S. Department
of Education study reported that almost 11 percent of full-time
students receive some sort of private scholarship.
FastAID, a Web-based scholarship assistance service, reports
54 percent of
financial aid comes from the private sector. FastAID also quotes
a report from the House Subcommittee on Post Secondary
Education saying one-third of available private funds go
unclaimed.
Many Web sites that claim billions of private scholarships go·
unclaimed every year also offer to find those hidden scholarships
for interested students, usually for a fee. But according to the
Federal Trade Commission, requiring fees may amount to fraud.
They warn that applying for a scholarship should never require
paying a fee in advance.
On.e of the reasons many scholarships and endowments go
unclaimed is student apathy.
Journalism department head Steven Pasternack said that
although his department advertises its scholarships and does a
good job of trying to alert students, many searches generate few
applicants.
"It's really incredible lethargy," Pasternack said.
To illustrate, Pasternack described a recent $2.000 scholarship sponsored by ABC broadcaster Sam Donaldson that received
only three applicants.
"Luckily, one of the three applicants was qualified," he said.
When applying for a private scholarship, first start your
search in your area, checking local businesses or organizations
that may offer scholarships. Plan on spending. some time on the
application. Many applicants report spending 5-10 hours per
scholarship.
And while there is no official national database keeping track
of private scholarships, there are several books and Web sites that
attempt to compile the thousands of scholarships offered every
year by the private sector.
One example is Daniel J. Cassidy's The Scholarship Book,
which lists 50,000 private sector scholarships, grants and loans.
Cassidy's book is recommended by several non-profit scholarship-assistance-programs because it provides one of the most
comprehensive listings of private money for students. In the
book, Cassidy gives tips about applying for scholarships and
warns students against falling victi~ to scams.
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MEN'S SOCCER NOTEBOOK
UCF SPLITS TWO AT
MICHIGAN TOURNAMENT
Coach Bob Winch understood the importance of this past
weekendfs trip to Rochester,
Michigan as his team competed
in the Soccer World Classic
hosted by Oakland University.
He knew that the team had
to win at least one game against
either Bowling Green or
Oakland, both of which were
ranked in the Great Lakes
region, but a two-week layoff
before the tournament did not
help in the end.
"It was a good weekend, but
in hindsight I wish we didn't
have those two weeks off,"
Winch said. "We did some good
things, but we also made some
mistakes and they were rusty
mistakes from not playing."
UCF (3-1), playing its first
game after a two-week layoff,
defeated Bowling Green 4-3 in a
comeback effort led by senior
forward Ari Nurmi on Saturday.
Nurmi scored a hat trick and
assisted on the game-winning
goal by freshman midfielder
Jorgen Midttveit as the Knights,
who were ranked seventh in the
South region, got the important
out-of-region victory.
Bow ling Green took the
lead 3-2 just 30 seconds into the
second half. Nurmi tied it at
three in the 67th minute after he
got his own rebound. He led a
break that ended in a rebound by
Midttveit in the 84th minute for
the game-winner.
"We continually were
putting ourselves in a hole with
mental breakdowns that allowed
them easy goals," Winch said.
"But we came back against a
good team."
However, the tournament
did not end as ~inch had hoped, ·
as the Knights were shutout by
Oakland 4-0 on Sunday.
Oakland was ranked seventh in
their region and wanted to
impress the voters with a commanding win on their home
field.
This was Oaklandfs fourth
win of the season and all have
resulted in shutouts.
They fired 21 shots to net
the four goals, while OU keeper
Mike Skolnik faced only seven
shots in the contest.
It was the first time UCF
has been shut out since losing 20 to North Carolina-Charlotte on
October 2 last year when UNCC
was ranked 16th in the nation.
"Oakland was a solid team
all around, but they weren't
more talented. They just wanted
it more than us," Winch said. "I
told the guys that we hadn't lost
a game that bad in a number of
years, not even against Indiana
last year and they were national
champs."

IN-STATE BATTLE
The Knights played a nonconference game against in-state
rival South Florida on Tuesday.
The two teams were tied for sev-

enth in the South region rankings
by the NSCAA.
The rivalry has been very
lopsided as USF held a 13-2-5
advantage in the series heading
into the game. USF won last
year's game 3-2 in overtime, and
it was the first time the schools
had played since 1993.
"USF is gonna be ready for
us because they're corning off a
4-0 loss at home," Winch said.
"They're gonna be a totally different style of team than we
faced this weekend. It's a big
game early in the season."

ON THE ROAD AGAIN
UCF again heads to the
Great Lakes to play in the
Oneida-Bingo and Casino
Classic _hosted by the University
of Wisconsin-Green Bay.
The Knights will play the
host school on Saturday and then
battle Western Illinois on
Sunday. _UWBG is 3-1-1 this
year and moved into 10th in the
Great Lakes region rankings, while WIU is 2-4.
Out-of-region · games are
important in the long run for
UCF before it begins conference
play on September 29 against
Jacksonville. UCF has lacked
wins outside of the South in previous seasons, and last year it
probably cost it an at-large bid
into the NCAA Tournament.
"We need to have momentum coming from this tournament for the game against JU,"
Winch said. "Those teams are
going to be big and physical, so
we need to be ready to play."
With the Trans America
Athletic Conference·having four
teams in the South region rankings so far this season, UCF
can't count on another 6-1 performance in the TAAC.
Although UCF is one of the
favorites to contend for the conference crown, it can't afford to
lose to either of its opponents
this weekend.

a

ANNOUNCEMENT

v

L

The following three constitutional amendments will be on the fall election ballot for vote
by the student body. Copies of the current constitution are available in the Student
Government Office, located in the Student Union, room 214;

(

Article I Section 5

The current edition of Black's Law Dictionary, unless otherwise stated in the
Constitution, Statutes of the Student Body or Senate Rules and Procedures, shall be used
in understanding the tenns contained within the Student Government Association,
Statutes and Senate Rules and Procedures.
'
Article IV Section 5.D

A Chief Justice wHl SHALL be appointed yearly from within the Council by the
president, the tenn of office shall be concurrent with that of the president who made the
appointment.
Article V Section 2.B

The Chief Student Affairs Officer shall have thirty calendar days from the date the results
are posted to sign or veto the constitutional amendment. If no action is taken in thirty
days, the amendment shall be considered approved.

••

Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the Student Government Association.

Presents

Bpplebee·s·
Neighborhood Grill & Bar

Studen+t i+t vour
chance to ~ee+
Coach Kruczek

PLAYER OF THE
WEEK
Senior forward Ari Nurmi
was named as the first Trans
America Athletic Conference
player-of-the-week.
Nurmi netted five goals in
the first two games of th~ season
en route to the honor.
He now has eight goals in
the first four games, and he has
helped ease the return of fellowsenior forward Heikki Ritvanen,
following off-season shoulder
surgery.
"It's seems like every time
Ari shoots he's scoring," Winch
said. "Heikki has really been
struggling, so Ari is gonna have
to expect to receive some tight
marking in the next few games."
Nurmi had scored in nine
consecutive games dating back
to last year until the Knights
were shutout by Oakland on
Sunday. Nurmi now has 40 goals
in his career.

I.

(
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Women's soccer gains .split in Miami
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

The UCF Women's Soccer team continued their road trip this past week in
southern Florida, with games against instate rivals Florida International and the
University of Miami.
Freshman defender Brooke Asby
returned to the lineup after being out a
week with an ankle injury, a much needed
addition to a struggling Golden Knights
defense. The team was unable to practice
earlier in the week due to Hurricane Floyd,
and faced and uphill battle against two
tough teams.
"I would have liked more time to prepare," said head coach Amanda Cromwell.
"However, I have noticed some good battling for the ball and finishing of plays.
We 're defending better. as a unit, paying
close attention to comer kicks."
Friday
against
Florida
On
International, the Golden Knights looked
as if they didn't need any practice, blanking the Golden Panthers 2-0 and improving their season record to 5-2. Maria
Banuls was the star of the game for UCF,
earning her third shutout of the season in
goal. Junior midfielder Claire Kohake got
the Knights off to a good start with an
unassisted goal in the third minute of the
game. She then assisted on a goal by
freshman forward Nicole Cieslak in the
} lst minute to seal the victory. The gcal
was Cieslak's fourth of the season, which
leads the team.
On Sunday, the Golden Knights trav-

elled to Cobb Stadium to take on the
Miami Hurricanes, who are ranked in the
top 10 in the Southeast Region. These
Hurricanes posed more of a threat to UCF
than Floyd ever did, shutting down the
Knights 4-0. Miami outshot UCF 21-9,
and never allowed the Knights into the
game. In the 10th minute of the game,
senior midfielder Nina Wathne scored her
first goal of the season off an assist by
freshman forward Allison Mc Whinney to
put Miami ahead 1-0. McWhinney, who is
the third highest point scorer in th~ Big
East conference, then added a goal o'f her
own in the 23rd minute of the game to
stretch the lead to 2-0. In the 30th minute,
sophomore defender Deidre Bass scored
for the 'Canes on a one-on-one breakaway
with UCF goalkeeper Maria Banuls.
Freshman defender Lisa Gomez closed out
the scoring early in the second half by
dribbling the length of the field to score on
another one-on-one shot. Both Banuls and
freshman Jessica Kuhlman saw time in
goal for the Knights, with Banuls starting
and Kuhlman relieving her in the second
half. Hurricane goalkeepers Elizabeth
Swinson and Rachel Elsby combined on
the shutout for Miami.
The Knights (5-3, 1-0) look to
rebound from the loss this week as they
·return home to face two TAAC opponents.
On September 23 at 7:00 p.m., Campbell
(1-5) comes to town, and on September 25
at 2:00 p.m., Georgia State brings its 5-2
record (2-0 in TAAC play) to Orlando.
Both games are being played at the UCF
Soccer Field, next to the UCF Arena.

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

The Golden Knights are left with a S·3 record after their weekend roadtrip in which they defeat·
ed the Golden Panthers, but lost to the Hurricanes.

Microsoft Company Presentation
September 23, 1999, from 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
in the Studert Union Building, Room 313
•

i

Free Food!! Software Raffle!! Bring your Resume!!!

lficl'OSolt®
www.microsoft.com/college
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Notre Dame admits athlete may
have committed academic fraud
State. Near the end of the rally,
Michael Brown, the leprechaun,
handed Davie a yardstick to symbolize the yard that was not gained
in the final controversial seconds
of the loss at Purdue last week. A
person familiar with the NCAA
situation said last month that universicy officials anticipated the
first major violation in school history. A source outside the university, familiar with specifics of the
Dunbar case, -said the sanctions
were expected to include probation status and the loss of few, if
any, football scholarships.
But Notre Dame's expectation of a major violation is one
more indignity for an athletic
department that has endured the
victory of Moore in his suit last
year and the backdrop of struggling football and men's basketball programs.

MALCOLM MORAN
KNIGHT-RIDDER

SOUTH BEND, Ind. - The
resolution of Notre Dame's admitted violation of NCAA rules may
have grown more complex Friday
when the university acknowledged the possibility that a former
athlete committed academic
fraud.
Confirmation of this latest
potential violation of NCAA rules,
one of two the university disclosed Friday, could become the
most serious blow to an already
damaged institutional reputation.
In a three-paragraph statement, the university said it had
"reported to the NCAA an allegation that a part-time tutor, who
began that job while a student at
the university, wrote a paper for a
former student-athlete."
The statement said the one
athlete involved was no longer
enrolled at Notre Dame and the
tutor had been discharged. There
was no indication of the sport or
the sex of the athlete involved.
The latest allegation apparently is
unrelated to the gifts provided to
former_ football players by convicted embezzler Kim Dunbar.
Notre Dame's statement
added that the NCAA also was
informed of a possible "misuse of
complimentary tickets and receipt
of extra benefits" by an athlete.
Former reserve quarterback Eric
Chappell, who was dismissed
from the team for undisclosed reasons earlier this week, has denied
the allegation that he is the athlete.
University officials have
asked the NCAA Committee on
Infractions to delay its final report
to allow the university to review
the new infmmation. The request
to delay the decision in the
Dunbar case is seen as a means of
allowing the committee to determine if it wants to incorporate the
new information in its decision.
When the court case stemming from the age-discrimination
charge brought by focrner assistant football coach Joe Moore
exposed details embarrassing to
the ~chool, Notre Dame officials
defended the decision not to settle
by maintaining that a payment in
excess of $1 million would have
led to charges of a cover-up.
When details of Dunbar 's
physical relationships with former
football players caused further
embarrassment, and her gifts
placed the school at risk,
administrators maintained
that the official link to the university, a $25 membership to the
since-disbanded
Quarterback
Club, was a distant one.
A confirmed case of a tutor
writing a paper for an athlete
would be more difficult to
explain.
There was one reassuring
development Friday for the football team. Bob Davie, the head
coach of the 1-2 Irish, was not
booed during the pep rally on the
eve of the game against Michigan

Notre Dame Athletic Director
Mike Wadsworth declined a
request to discuss the university's
disclosure and its implications.
Chappell, a senior management major with a 3.2 grade-point
average in business administration
last spring, .was suspended from
the team before the loss last week
at Purdue. Davie announced his
dismissal Tuesday. Chappell will
remain in school.
Adam Chappell, the . former
quarterback's father, said Friday
night that his son denies the allegation.
"He said it didn't happen, and
that's it," Adam Chappell said
when reached at his home in
Montgomery, Ala. "He told me it
was a bunch of lies."
The father did not want to
discuss the reason for his son's
dismissal from the team.

Northwestern QB wins
NCCA battle over eligibility
ANDREW BAGNATO
KNIGHT-RIDDER

CHICAGO - Northwestern
quarterbaGk Zak Kustok won a
partial victory Thursday in his
court battle with the NCAA over
eligibility.
The NCAA ~ettled Kustok's
suit by allowing him to play in
the Wildcats' game Oct. 2 against
Minnesota at Ryan Field, one
year after he transferred from
Notre Dame.' Kustok, a 20-yearold redshirt sophomore from
Orland Park, had sued the NCAA
after it declared that he would
have to sit out until the eighth
game Oct. 30 against Wisconsin.
"He's excited about it," said
Allan Kustok, Zak's father.
The NCAA settled the case
one week after it rejected
Northwestern's final appeal on
Kustok.

"This is precisely what
Northwestern has requested all
along," Northwestern Athletic ~
Director Rick Taylor said.
The NCAA, which has suffered several high-profile court r.
defeats in recent years, may have
wanted to head off a precedentsetting decision that would affect
its eligibility rules.
Kustok's suit contended the
NCAA was bound by the statements and actions of officials at
Kansas, where he had considered
transferring · before settling on

NU.
The NCAA long has held it
has the final say on eligibility.
Kustok, who will have two
full years of eligibility left, has
been practicing since Aug. 14.
Nick
Krein brink
is
Northwestern 's starting quarterback but it's likely Kustok will
get a shot at the job.
,.

,
Tailgate with Tiiuana Flats Before, During and After the Game

fl
1

.1P

.1P

Enioy $1.25 Coronas
Watch the College Games on Our TV System
Soak in the Sun on Our Patio
/.

.

Our food & products have been featured
in newspaper articles across the country,
and have been featured on the notional
television shows The Today Show & Regis

and Kathie Lee.

7 608 University Blvd.

Winter Park

673-2456
Visit One of Our Other Locations:

444 S. Hunt Club Blvd.
Apopka

3005 W. Lake Mary Blvd.
Lake Mary

774-0402
328-0907
Tiiuana Flats Owned by a UCF Grad, Run by UCF Students, Enioyed by ALLI
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Gators hold off
Tennessee 23-21,
control SEC race
Be a Part of

UCF.OnTap.com
Guaranteed to give you

No matter what Rand
McNally says, the only path to
Atlanta on Dec. 4 goes right
through The Swamp.
Third-ranked UF took command of the race for the
Southeastern Conference title
Saturday night with a 23-21 win
over seventh-

Fame
(bleary eyes)

Hot Dates
(carpal tunnel)

New Media Know-how

ranked
Tennessee
which was No.

(brain freeze)

BORING people need not apply.
EVERYONE ELSE, contact:

2 at the time before a crowd
of 85,707 at
Florida Field.
"God

ucf@iturf.com

~.
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Thursday, September 23, 1999
Women's Soccer vs. Campbell
7:00 pm
(UCF Arena Soccer field)

)l

Thursday, September 23, 1999
Women's Soccer vs. ·Georgia State
7:00 pm
(UCF Arena Soccer Field)

Friday, September 24, 1999
Volleyball vs. St. Johns
2:30 pm
Vol_
leyball 'vs. UNC-Asheville 7:30 pm

I Saturday, September 25, 19991
Volleyball vs. Bethune-Cookman
Volleyball vs. Rice

(UCF ARENA}

2:30 pm
7:30 pm
For ticket information
call:
(407) 823-6006

was exciting. Down 23-7, the
Volunteers scored 14 unanswered points.
Late in the fourth quarter,
Tennessee safety Deon Grant
intercepted a Doug Johnson pass
_ Johnson's third pick of the
night _ to give the Volunteers a
chance for the winning score.
But UF linebacker Keith
Kelsey stopped Tennessee tailback Jamal Lewis on fourth-and3 from the UF 43-

ANDY STAPLES
INDEPENDENT FLORIDA
ALLIGATOR

'

'

God smiled on fhe
Gators again

yard line with 2:02
left to play, sealing
the win.

With the win, the
Gators avenge last
there at the end. year's overtime
loss in Knoxville,
The Swamp preTenn. lJ! commitvailed.
ted five turnovers
and rushed for
minus-13 yards in
. - Steve Spurrier the 20-17 loss.

smiled on the
Gators again
there at the
end," UF coach
Steve Spurrier
UF head football coach The Gators had a
said.
"The--------chance to tie that
Swamp
pregame in overtime, but Collins
vailed."
Cooper's 32-yard field goal
Tennessee abandoned its
attempt sailed wide left and the
high-powered running game
Volunteers went on to go undeearly on, and Volunteers quarterfeated and win the national
back Tee Martin spent uiost of
championship.
the night running away from UF
Saturday, Martin had troudefenders. UF (3-0) extended its
ble with the Gators' pressure for
NCAA-best home winning
the entire first half. UF sacked
streak to 30.
Martin four times
and flushed him
didn't
help It
the - - - - ' '
out of the pocket
Volunteers~l-1) They're not a
on several occamuch that UF
sions. Martin findefensive end better team than
ished the game 16Alex
Brown
of-39
for 192
almost single- us, they just
yards.
handedly
played better
The Gators found
destroyed
the end zone only
than us.
Tennessee's
once on their four
offense.
trips into the red
Brown beat
- Deon Grant zone in the first
Tennessee right - - - - - - - - - - half. They did,
tackle
Josh.
however, make three field goals.
Tucker on almost every play,
UF kicker Jeff Chandler
sacking Martin five times.
fared much better than his predeIn a critical third-quarter
cessor Cooper, hitting a career' series, Brown sacked Martin two
high 41-yarder in the second
plays in a row, forcing the
quarter, one of his three field
Volunteers to squander a fumble
goals to give UF a 9-7 lead.
recovery.
The Gators then capitalized
Brown said all week he
on good field position following
would terrorize Martin, and
Tennessee receiv~r Cedrick
Martin said the noise from the
Wilson's muffed kickoff return,
rowdy Florida Field crowd
as Johnson hit Jackson from 11
would not bother the Volunteers.
yards out to put the Gators up
Brown was right, Martin
16-7 at halftime.
was wrong.
Shortly after UF scored a
UF's sophomore defensive
touchdown on its first possession
end added his first career interof the second half, Tennessee
ception and a forced fumble to
capitalized on a 35-yard Dwayne
his five sacks, while Tennessee
Goodr.ich interception return
1
false started six times.
with a I-yard plunge by Lewis.
"Never in my wildest
"They 're not a better team
dreams did I think I'd have four
than us,'' Tennessee's Grant said.
or five sacks and an intercep"They just played better than
tion," Brown said.
us."
Still, Tennessee made sure it
1
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Knights return
home to host
UCF Invitational

WKkedNE!w

Contaas
fo'"HaDoween

Team hopes to correct
early struggles
last season. In the 15-6, 14-16,
11-15, 5-15 loss at FAU, UCF
played without former setter
After more than three Amanda Fielding. The FAU loss
weeks away from the UCF set up a dismal TAAC season
Arena, the women's volleyball for UCF as it managed only
team will return to their home three TAAC wins.
this week for a two-day appearLast year also marked the
ance at the UCF Fall first time in UCF history the
Invitational. The Knights, 1-7 Knights failed to win the TAAC
this season, have taken their fair Tournament and earn an autoshare of lumps away from matic berth to the NCAA
home.
Tournament. But for now, the
The Knights have played in Knights must focus on the twotwo road tournaments so far this day long UCF Fall Invitational.
season, one at LSU and one at
The Knights play two _
the University of Montana. games each day of the tournaUCF lost all three of its matches ment, which begins on Sept. 24.
at the' LSU Invitational, to St. John's University opens
Tulane, LSU and University of tournament play for UCF with a
Louisiana-Lafayette, respec- 2:30 start on the 24th. St.
ti vely, imd went 1-2 at the John's, known mostly for the
Montarra Invitational, defeating '- success of its men's basketball
host M-ontana while falling to program, is coming off a 19-15
Idaho and Portland.
campaign a year ago. The Red
UC:F ' outside hitter Susan Storm finished 5-6 in the Big
Rosenberger was selected to the East Conference, tying them for
Montana
Invitational
all- sixth place•
Tournament Team following the
The Red Storm is stocked
event Saturday night.
with experience, as they return
Rosenberger, a 5-10 senior, nine letterwinners and five
totaled 50 kills in UCF's 13 starters from last seasons 's
games, including a career-high team. Experienced is also a
22 in the Golden Knights' win good word to use in describing
over Portland (Sept. 18). UCF's second opponent on the
Selected to the all-tournament 24th, UNC-Ashville.
team as a defensive specialist
Bulldog coach Julie Torbett
instead of an outside hitter, also returns five starters and 10
Rosenberger finished with 50 lettermen from last year's 18-13
digs, recording a career-high 20 season.
in the Golden Knights fiveOn the 25th, UCF squares
game loss to Idaho (Sept. 18).
off against Bethune-Cookman, a
Now, the Knights will have team looking to find some type
plenty of time to get reacquaint- of direction to go.
ed with the Arena.
The Lady Cats finished 60nly three of UCF's next 22 last year and return only
11 games are on the road, three starters, five lettermen and
including road games at in-state have a new coach in Paula
rival South Florida on Sept. 29
Thompson. UCF's final
and conference games at home opponent during this
Jacksonville State on Oct. 8 and stetch, Rice, should provide an
Samford on Oct. 9.
excellent test for the Knights.
Most important for UCF, it The Owls finished 1998 at 23will host Florida Atlantic on 10, including a 10-4 mark in a
Oct. 5 to open the Knights' strong Western Athletic conferTAAC schedule.
ence.
The game has particular
Rice is long on experience,
significance to UCF's returning as it returns 10 lettermen, four
players, who saw FAU snap the starters and should contend for a
Knights 65-match win streak NCAA berth this season.
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Tuesday - Friday
10:00 pm Sunshine Network Live!

Thursday, September 23
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Gainesville Hurricanes (LIVE)
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Ramblin' Wreck rumbles over Golden Knights
quarterback draws, and they hurt
us on some first-and-ten stuff. We
were set up to stop the option,
es.
and we didn't do
They were
very well on some
able to break _ _ , ,
of the running
open 12 runs of
plays they were
10 yards or more. It's a challenge to
giving us."
"Our defenEven when UCF
sive line is rela- our faces pretty
thought it had a
tively small, and
breather
with
when you get a much saying that
Gregory taking a
big offensive line we can run the
break, Tech came
that pushes on us
at them witb freshall day that will ball on you. We
man
Mike
create seams to
Kitchen, who hadrun the football wanted to play
n't carried the ball
and that's what
the top competi- in a game this seahappened,"
son. Kitchen ran
Kruczek said.
tion, and now we for 63 yards on
The Knights
eight
carries,
knew Hamilton know that they' re
including a 47was mobile and
yard run,
the
the
Ramblin • gonna run the ball
longest of the
Wreck was proficient
in
the on us. They came game.
"They ran some
option, but UCF Off the bal/ and
fronts that we diddidn't see what
n't expect them to
they
expected they beat us
do,"
defensive
from
Tech's
tackle
Justen
ground game.
today. It was a
Moore
said.
"They
"They · kept
ran
the
iso
and
we
us really off bal- good old-fashdidn't expect them
ance because we
to do that at all.
prepared so much ioned beating.
We had to switch
for their option,
some things up,
and we didn't
- Marv Richardson but we just didn't
really get a lot of
Defensive get it done like we
it,"
defensive
should have."
coordinator Gene
Georgia
Tech
Chizik said. "They hurt us with totaled 24 first downs in the
FROM PAGE
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UCF iunior Victor Penn has moved the Golden Knight's offense despite their 0·3 record. He ranks among the nation's
top 25 in total offense.
game, and 19 of those came on
running plays. Field position also
allowed Tech an open field to
work with as their average starting field position was their own

38.
"We just couldn't stop them
on defense," Moore said. "They
were running some different formations at us and different per-

sonnel, and it was hard to get the
right calls in. When we did (make
the right calls), it just seemed like
we couldn't stop them."
Tech came into the game
averaging 227 .5 yards on the
ground, and challenged UCF to
try and stop them.
The Yellow Jackets won the
challenge and the game.

"It's a challenge to our faces
pretty much saying that we can
run the ball on you," defensive
end Marv Richardson said. "We
wanted to play the top competition, and we know they're gonna
run the ball on us. They came off
the ball, and they beat us today. It
was a good old-fashioned beating."
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Golden Knights still far from national elite level
Georgia Tech, the Bulldogs
recorded a coveted upset with a
amassed 1,353 yards and 146 29-28 shocker over 18th-ranked
points.
Alabama.
These three
UCF still has one
results have shown
more shot this
how
far
the
Until we get a win weekend against
Knights still must
11th-ranked
go to try and con- it really_ doesn't
Georgia, but that
tend with the big
may not be the
boys
at
the matter.
most important
Division I-A level.
game for UCF's
Each
week
in
- Justen Moore rise
UCF goes out to
respectability.
Defensive tackle Louisiana Tech
prove
that
it
belongs, and each
and Auburn loom
week it has been shot down.
ahead on the schedule, and those
Players and coaches were are the most important games of
happy with moral victories two the season now for the Knights.
years ago when UCF lost by 14
After beating Louisiana Tech
points against Nebraska, but handily 64-30 last year on the
those moral victories can no road, UCF must again beat the
longer be viewed as positives.
Bulldogs or it will take a step
Senior defensive tackle back in progress.
Justen Moore summed up the
Tech returns with star quarfrustration of losing in a few sim- terback Tim Ratt_ay as they travel·
ple words.
to Orlando on October 23.
"Until we get a win it really
Not to look past any of
doesnft matter," Moore said.
UCF's opponents before that
Now in its fourth season of game, but it is a must-win for the
Division I-A competition, UCF Knights.
has come close, but not close
As for Auburn, everyone
enough.
knows the unthinkable that
This program needs a big occurred last year as UCF blew a
time win against a big time pro- 6-3 lead and a potential big victogram before it can be respected.
ry for this program.
Louisiana Tech, who many
UCF has arguably its best
consider on the same level as chance against the Tigers this
UCF, registered a huge win this year as Auburn is trying to regain
past Saturday.
the stature they once had, and
Just as UCF was finishing a they are susceptible for that ever41-10 loss against 12th-ranked important victory for UCF.
FROM PAGE
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In every industry, the

performers are the key to
the performance
Take any environment, from the most
simplistic to the most advanced, and you'll
notice one common thread. People. They're
the key to success, discovery, to the future
itself.

•

At Hewitt, we've been putting people first for
decades. Of course, .:ilat's our business. We're a
global consulting firm specializing in human
resource solutions. We've become an industry
leader by creating a culture that encourages
teamwork, innovative thinking cnd personal
growth.
What does it mean for you7 Imagine reaching
your potential. You can do it at Hewitt. Majors
that have traditionally been successful in our
organization: Accounting, ActuArial Science,
Computer Science. Economics, Finance.
Liberal Arts, Math. MIS, or Statistics.

If you would like to apply for a position. we
encourage you to submit }'OUl' resume on-line.
but you can also send it via fax. Please indicate
your geograp~c area of interest.
To submit on.line
Please visit our web site at www.hewitt.com
Find the position you're interested in and follow the instructions for applying on-line.
To submit a hard copy
Fax yourscannable:resumeto 847-771-7017. A
"scannable" resume has standard fonts, plain
text, and is without bullets and lines.
At Hewitt Associates, we seek, respect, and
Vi!ue the diverse qualities and backgrounds
ow- associates bring to the firm, and are committed to utilizing the richness of knowledge,
ideas, and experience our diversity provides.
Hewitt is an equal opportunity employer.

CFF STAFF PHOTO

UCF won the coin toss in Atlanta and elected to receive. It scored the first touchdown of the game for the third
contest.

conse~utive

Self-doubt is a problem that
could arise for the players as they
make their way into Athens this
week.
No one ever expects to go
out on the field and Jose, but after
it continually happens bad
thoughts start to arise.

"It hurts being 0-3," defensive end Marv Richardson said.
"We need to re-evaluate ourselves, and it's almost to the point
where you don't want to think
that they' re that much better than
you but the thought does cross
your mind."

That first big win will happen some day, and could happen
this Saturday in Athens, but until
that first win occurs, doubts will
linger and the University of
Central Florida will just be
known as the place where Daunte
Culpepper played.
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Distribution Manager
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LIPOSUCTION
Costs less than you may think . .
Dr. Thomas P. Trevisani
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AMERICAN SOOETV OF
PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUC!1VE

SURGEONS. INC.

629-4100

*Board Certified *Financing Available

/

MILLIONS OF
THE BEST MINDS IN
AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN .THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM:
TIAA-CREF.

j

W

.

hen it comes to planning a
comfortable future, America's
best and brightest turn to the expert:
TIAA-CREF. With over $250 billion in
assets under management, we' re the
world's largest retirement system, the
nation's leader in customer satisfaction, 0
and the overwhelming choice of people
in education, research, and related fields.

manage the largest stock account in the
world (based on assets under management).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve even more of your financial goals.
With TIAA-CREF you'll find the
flexibility and choice you need, backed by
a proven history of performance,
remarkably low expenses, and peerless
commitment to personal service.

Expertise You Can
Count On

Find Out for Yourself

For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent solutions to America's
long-term planning needs. We pioneered the
portable pension, invented the variable
annuity, and popularized the veiy concept
of stock investing for retirement. In fact, we

To learn more about the world's premier
retirement organization, talk to one of our
retirement planning experts, or better still,
speak to one of your colleagues. Find out
why, when it comes to planning for tomorrow, great minds think alike.
To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.a.

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

•DA.LB.AR. Inc., 1997 lJefine4 Contril1111U,,, &rd1.ena ~· Put performance ia no guarantee of future reaulta. TIAA-CREF Individual and lnatitutional
Servicea. Inc. diatributes CREF ~rti.6.cates and interab in the TIAA Ru.I Efiat.. Account. Te&chen Personal Inveaton Servicea, Inc. diatr:ibut..a the
TIAA-CREF Mutual Funda. For more complete information, including cha.rgea and expenaea, please call for proapectuaea. Read them carefully before
you in'1eat or aend money. To requeat proepectuaea, call l 800 8"'2-2733, ext. 5509. Inveatmenta in aecuritiea auch u mutual funda and variable annuities
a.re subject to certain risks including the poaaible loaa of principal.
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Running back Williams bursts onto UCF scene
JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

It should never have happened, UCF
running backs coach Alan Gooch says.
Watching Knights run~ing back Terrance
Williams in a high
school game, Gooch
saw what should have
been a busted play for
Williams.
"It was a running
play to the right side of
the field and it looked
like there was no place
to go," Gooch said. Williams
"Then, all of a sudden,
Terrance made two or three guys miss their
tackle and he takes off and scores a touchdown. That shouldn't have happened, but
he came out of it untouched. He's done it a
few times and he's done it here now, too."
In high school, Williams left wouldbe defenders wondering where he went,
but in selecting UCF after winning JUCO
Player-of-the-Year honors, he left wouldbe coaches wondering why he went where
he did. Williams, a junior college transfer
from Hinds CC in Hinds, Miss., said
becoming a Golden Knight is something
that just happened.
"Coach Gooch came down to Hinds to
recruit a teammate of mine, (quarterback)
T.T. Toliver, and it was just coincidence I
was in the room while he was watching
film with him," Williams said. "Coach
Gooch asked me where I was from and I
told him I was from Clearwater. He's from
•

Clearwater too and so I kind of felt the
vibe between us."
Williams' arrival this fall is a journey
that began when Gooch recruited Williams
as senior out of Clearwater High School.
He rushed for 1,610 yards and 19
touchdowns that year and collected more
than 3,800 yards in his CHS career.
Despite his glittering numbers,
Williams shortcomings in the classroom
prevented him from playing in Division I.
Williams failed to complete the necessary core classes to become eligible and
instead chose to play at HCC.
Gooch, . who suggested HCC to
Williams, said Mississippi-based community colleges are a favorite of UCF coach- , .
es.
"We feel the Mississippi ruco league
is the premiere JUCO league in the country. It puts more players in the NFL than
any other league," Gooch said. "We
worked with Terrance because I knew he
was a Division I player out of high school
physically, but he wasn't a D-I player yet
academically."
He wasted little time making his mark
at HCC, becoming the first athlete to garner All-American status in track and football.
As a sophomore, Williams rushed for
1,436 yards and 16 touchdowns in seven
games, earning him offers from SEC
teams South Carolina, Ole Miss,
Mississippi State and Auburn.
However, his choice to play at UCF
was a no-brainer.
"There ain't no place like home,"
Williams said. "It was my decision to

make, but by Gooch being - - - - ' , _ _ _ 'Tm really pleased with
such a nice guy, I figured I
Terrance. He does it every
day."
Coach
Mike
owed it to him. He figured
he could help me get the rm really pleased Kruczek said. "He's the
most productive tailback
books and tutors I need at
with Terrance. He we've got right now. It's
the university.
"He was talking a lot of does it every day. not even close. Terrance
will block, Terrance will
good stuff, so you wouldn't
want to turn away from He Is the most pro- catch. He just has to
someone like that because
· understand the offense a
little bit better mentally."
you never know what's ductive tailback
behind door No. 2. It could
Williams will do his part
we've got right
be somebody ugly."
to see that the trio proThe Knights have often n OW. ft' S not even duces, hoping one of them
helped
other potential
will become the first
recruits get into UCF, only close. Terrance will 1,000-yard rusher since
to see them turn their backs
1995.
block, Terrance
on it for another school.
"[The three-back rotation]
"We've had ·a lot of
is not something I'm comwill catch. He just fortable
players we've helped along
with, but I'm not
that went on to sign with has to understand a
selfish
person,"
other schools," he said.
Williams said. "However
"You do take a bit of a risk. the offense a little we can win a ballgame,
But we've also had players
I'm here to do it. If they
like [current NFL quarter- better mentally.
feel they need me to run
back] Daunte Culpepper
out of the backfield and
who were loyal to us even
catch the ball, I'll do that
- Mike Kruczek
when other programs started
too.
Football head coach "That's something I need
coming around again."
Williams now finds
to work on, too. Coming
himself as a major player in
out of high school and in
UCF's running back rotation.
junior college, I was a running 'back. It's
With no clear cut starter having been preparation for the next level, if I make it."
determined, Williams, along with
Williams' future in the NFL remains
returnees Eddie Mack and Omari Howard, uncertain, but his work ethic could get him
will spend most of the fall battling for the there, Gooch said.
No. 1 spot in UCF's backfield.
After all, Williams is no stranger to
He's definitely raised the eyebrows of accomplishing things that shouldn't hapone important judge of talent.
pen .
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FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK
HERE WE GO AGAIN

•

•

•
•

For the
third consecutive week,
the Knights
made a great
first impression
on
Georgia
Tech. UCF
took
the
opening kick

there, and everybodyfs playing
hard but wefre playing three great
football teams. Itis very frustrating
to go 0-3, but like Coach Kruczek
said, we have a chance to go 1-3
against a great Georgia football
team next weekend."

PENN BANGED UP

Mack

off and marched down the field,
covering 80 yards in 10 plays to
take a 7-0 lead off an Ed Mack 14yard touchdown run. Ironically, it
was Mack who scored the opening
touchdown to give UCF a 7-0 lead
in last weekfs game against No. 2
Florida.
Georgia Tech, much like
Florida, overturned the early lead
OCF held, rolling to a 41-10 victory. Against the Gators, a game
UCF lost 58-27, the Knights saw
UF score 31 consecutive points
before the Knights could manage
to score again. Tech scored 41 of
the game's final 44 points against
UCF.
"Itfs very frustrating," quarterback Vic Penn said. "We work
so hard and we try to do some
things. We keep coming out on
that damn first drive and scoring a
touchdown and it just doesn't
seem to go anywhere after that.
"Everybodyfs efforts are

With the
Yellow Jackets
leading 21-10
midway
through
the
second quarter,
UCF QB Vic
Penn was leading
the
Knights on a Penn
potential scoring drive. Facing a lst-and-10 at
midfield, Penn threw a 13-yard
completion to tight end Joey
Hubbard. While the catch got
UCF a first down, a Georgia Tech
defensive player knocked Penn to
the ground for a roughing the
passer penalty.
Penn lay on the ground for
about a minute before getting up
and walking to the sideline. Senior
second-string
QB
Kelvin
Robinson replaced Penn for one
play, after which Penn returned.
"Vic got dinged up on a completion and got knocked a little
fuzzy," Coach Mike Kruczek said.
"He said he was all right but I

donft think he was. I think he was
a little slow with some things: he
was missing people open, missing
reads, throwing the ball high, so
he wasn't his normal self. I looked
him in the eye . and said eyou
okay?i He said eyes sir.i But he
was fuzzy for the second half."
Penn said the injury had nothing to do with his performance.
"I got hit, and I lost feeling in
my left arm and my left leg for a
couple seconds," said Penn, who
completed 23 of 39 passes for 176
yards and one touchdown. "I
know I had a headache but I know
thatis no excuse for anything. I
was totally with it, playing football. That had nothing to do with
the outcome of the game."

HAMIL TON CONFUSES
KNIGHTS
Georgia Tech QB Joe
Hamilton, the strongest quarterback in the ACC and arguably the
most complete signal caller in college football, made life difficult
for UCF's defense. In their first
two games against Purdue and
Florida, the Knights faced two
textbook quarterbacks in Purdue's
Drew Brees and Florida's Doug
Johnson. Neither is known for
their scrambling ability, but
Hamilton's mobility gave defensive coordinator Gene Chizik
some headaches.

•

•
•
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"It's pretty frustrating. We
came out prepared for the
option and we had to switch
gears for a while there," Chizik
said. "We had to try to stop the
other plays they were running
at us and when we had success
with that, they came back at us
with the option. We started getting some injuries and we had
to scramble some guys in there
and it made things difficult."
In the first half alone,
Hamilton ran the option five
times, gaining 59 yards and
scoring one touchdown. Things
. don't get any easier for UCF as
it faces No. 9 Georgia and
scrambling QB Quincy Carter
on Saturday.
"Georgia Tech a Top 10
team in the country and they're
going to have good linemen,
good receivers an a good team.
We ' re pretty beat up right now
and it's hard to play defense
without much continuity and
that's evident by the way we're
playing right now. We'll have to
find some depth somewhere.
I'm not carrying too much positive out.of this right now."
Senior defensive end
Justen Moore said Hamilton's
performance and mobility
reminded him of former
Auburn quarterback Dameyune
Craig. Craig and the then-No.8
Tigers rolled over the Knights
41-14 in 1997, with Craig constantly
eluding
would-be
Knight
tacklers.
"They
were trying
to trick us
with a couple of different formations,"
defensive
end Justen Moore
Moore said.
"I know I missed a couple of
tackles. Joe Hamilton is scrambling all around, f red misses
him and I miss him. They're
great players and we needed to
step up and we didn't.
"We just couldn 't stop
them on defense. They were
throwing different lineups and
personnel at us and we couldn't
get the right lineups in there. It
sucks right now and everybody
is down, three losses in a row, it
hurts."

catch and I was real excited to
come back here," said Sessoms,
who also had one carry for
seven yards against GT in 1996.
"I was hoping things
would work
out like they
did tonight.
I
hoping
maybe
coach saw
that and will
utilize me a
little more.
But, I was Sessoms
real disappointed with the outcome, of course.
"Truthfully, I was a freshman getting in the game, the
emotions for me are always the
same. I'm sky high, adrenaline
pumping through your head, it
really wasn't a huge difference.
I was just excited to be out
there, just like these guys. This
is my senior year and I really
was hoping we could go out
there and prove a point."

KICKING GAME
IMPROVES

Sophomore
place
kicker/punter Javier Beorlegui
has had the unfortunate experience of learning on the job
against the likes of Purdue and
Florida. In both games, UCF's
punting game struggled and
helped both the Boilermakers
and Gators easily defeat the
Knights.
But against Georgia Tech,
Beorlegui and UCF's punting
team saw some improvements.
On the bad side of things, the
Knights were flagged for two
interference calls on punt
returns and
five kicking
penalties
overall. In
contrast,
Beorlegui
had
one
punt called
for a . fair
catch and .__---1.__----'
another that Beorlegui
gained no
return.
" [Long snapper Mike]
Hedge had a great game today,
the line did a great job of protection and I had no rush at all,"
Beorlegui said. "I had plenty of
ANEW PAGE
time to punt the ball. [Punter]
Ryan Flynn and [place kicker]
Senior fullback
Page Gabe [Leavitt] were going to go
Sessoms is one of the few cur- in at the end, but Robinson
rent players to have visited threw a first down and they
Bobby Dodd Stadium before. were trying to get a touchSessoms
played
against down. "
Georgia Tech as a freshman in
Beorlegui also connected
1996, catching a pass in his first on his second field goal attempt
career play from scrimmage · of the season, a 39-yarder.
and ending the game with three Beorlegui missed his previous
catches for 22 yards. Against attempt, a 40-yard attempt
the Yellow Jackets on Saturday, against Purdue.
Sessoms had a renaissance of
"It feels real good, get the
sorts as he gathered 33 yards first one out of the way and the
on four carries.
rest should fall into place. I've
"It was kind of exciting for just got to look at the ball and
me because the first time I ever kick it through the uprights.
played was here at Georgia
Tech. I got my first collegiate
-JEFF CASE
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KEY TO VICTORY

UCF must remain focused, get pressure on Carter
.. TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

If nothing else, UCF can brag that h
took the field against four of the top quarterbacks in the nation this season. Purdue's
Drew Brees, Florida's Doug Johnson, and
Georgia Tech's Joe Hamilton have each
done their part to bury the Golden Knights
in their respective games, and its been
enough to keep the Knights winless
through the month of September.
Next up is Georgia's Quincy Carter,
who probably has more potential than any
of the aforementioned quarterbacks with
just as many weapons at his disposal.
UCF, banged up physically after tangling with three of the nation's best, has its
work cut out for it.
One of the many reasons UCF has
struggled in its three losses has been its
lack of pressure on the quarterback.
Although the offensive lines the Golden
Knights are facing are among the best in
college football, they must find a way to
get into the opposing backfield.

Interceptions on Brees and Johnson earlier
this season came as a direct result of getting to the quarterback and forcing their
hand.
Georgia Tech was able to avoid any
UCF pressure by dominating the trenches
with its running game. Of course, when
UCF did get to Hamilton, ii couldn't corral
him, as the elusive quarterback managed
to scramble out of the grasp of Golden
Knight pass rushers on his way to a 100yard rushing game. His performance,
Justen Moore said, was incredible.
Fortunately, for UCF, the 6-foot-3, 225pound Carter isn't as easy to miss.
"Hamilton was like a fish. Even when
you got to him he'd slither away," junior
defensive tackle Jeff Mauldin said. "He
(Carter) is in the same mold, but at least
Quincy is a bigger target for me to get my
arms around."
The Golden Knights recorded no
sacks on Hamilton and will be hardpressed to get to Carter with an offensive
line that boasts a pair of All-America
Candidates in center Miles Luckie and

guard Steve Herndon.
Also a concern is the fact that the
Georgia offense is as diversified as
Georgia Tech's and Florida's leaving UCF
no breathing room in anticipating pass or
run.
"This is the kind of team that can rush
for 300 yards one week and pass for 300
the next," Coach Mike Kruczek said.
Leading the rushing attack is sophomore Jasper Sanks, who averages over five
yards per carry and has scored a pair of
touchdowns so far this season.
He teams with senior Patrick Pass,
while sophomore Vernon Haynes also sees
time. All three runners weigh over 200
pounds and have good speed, which spells
trouble for UCF's under-manned defensive
line.
Freshman Terrence Edwards, the
younger brother of former Bulldog tailback Robert Edwards, currently on the disabled list with the New England Patriots,
has emerged as Carter's favorite target.
Edwards has caught 17 passes in two
games and is third in the nation in receiv-

ing yards per game (143.00). Speedsters
Michael Greer and Thad Parker spread
defenses with their game-breaking ability.
No, this team probably isn't very fun
to watch on film if you're UCF.
Still, morale is what's important. The
Golden Knights, regardless of Saturday's
result, have has their moments against
some of the nation's best.
They've gained invaluable experience
for some of the team's future and travelled
to a few of college football's revered territories. Becoming disillusioned is something UCF can't afford to do with two
whole months left on the schedule.
This resilient group gets another
chance at history in front of another crowd
of over 80,000 this week. If they can get to
Carter and get the Bulldogs flustered
they'll have a chance.
"We can't get dwell on losses. We
have games to prepar~ for. This week is
Georgia," quarterback Vic Penn said.
"We've got to give it our all, forget what's
happened and play to win. I believe we've
got the talent to do so.

'•

Talented offensive line will test Golden Knights defensive front
UCF will have its work cut out
for it, but do have a positive outthe best in the nation at their posi-. look on the contest. Senior Page
tions, while junior Jonas Jennings Sessoms views this entire month as
and Reggie Stargill and redshift a dream come true, an opportunity
freshman Jon Stinchcomb round to play against the best. He's not
wide-eyed or in awe and mentioned
out the line.
"This is really going to ·be a ·he's eager to test himself against
test for us," junior Jeff Mauldin national stars like Bulldog linesaid. "What, they've got like three backer Orantes Grant.
"I'm looking forward to seeing
All-America's? We'll just have to
how gcwd he is," Sessoms said.
work hard."
FROM PAGE

36

"It's like being able to test your tures Adrian Hollingshed, Boss
skills against the very best. I've Bailey, and Kendrell Bell at lineheard he's fantastic and I'm looking . backer. All have exceptional talent.
forward to the challenge of facing
UCF opened as a 28-point
him."
underdog in this contest, but will
Grant is one of several defen- hope to pull off the first victory
sive playmakers UCF will run into over a ranked team in school histothis Saturday. Left end Dustin ries. The Golden Knights h.ave
Luckie is solid, while junior tackles failed in six previous tries.
Richard Seymour and Marcus
"I think we're all anxious to
Stroud are among the best in the win one of these games we're not
SEC. Besides Grant, Georgia fea- supposed 10, so I'm kind of disap-

pointed this one will be our last,"
defensive tackle Justen Moore said.
"Still, we've got Louisiana
Tech and Auburn left on the schedule and they are tough so we have
to keep concentrating on getting
better. We'll give Georgia our all
that's for sure."
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Tech's Hamilton,
Gregory run
over UCF in loss
Georgia Tech rushes for over 300 yards
as UCF drops its 3rd consecutive game
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

CFF STAFF PHOTO

Quarterback Joe Hamilton rushed for I00 yards and two touch downs in Georgia Tech's 41·10 vie·
tory over the Knights.

UCF went into Bobby Dodd
Stadium knowing that Georgia Tech was
without their two leading rushers from
the first two games of the season, while
the Golden Knights themselves brought
in the nation's 35th best defense against
the run.
Unfortunately for UCF, those two
ingredients didn't mix very well in a disappointing 41-10 loss to Georgia Tech.
The Yellow Jackets ran around, over,
and through the UCF defense to the tune
of 318 yards on 45 carries and four rushing touchdowns.
Versatile quarterback Joe Hamilton
and third-string tailback Sean Gregory
had their way with the defense, combining for over 250 yards apiece.
"We thought we made some
progress in some parts (of our team) that

let us down," Coach Mike Kruczek said.
"We need to go back and look at things
on defense as to why they were running
up and down field with their running
game. People were just running scott
free."
Gregory, who entered the game with
only 39 yards anq eight carries in the first
two games, ran for 150 yards on 22 carries with two scores.
Hamilton only threw 18 passes for
161 yards, and he hurt UCF the most on
the ground.
He totaled 100 yards on 12 carries.
Both players set career highs in the
process.
UCF was limited in applying pressure up front as Georgia Tech's offensive
line had its way with the defensive line.
The Jackets averaged 7 .1 yards per carry
and had only three runs stopped for loss-
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Big-win void causes Knights
doubt and frustration
Three weeks have begun then leaves with unanswered
with three opening drives questions and another tough
resulting in touchdowns, and loss to swallow mistakes.
then the wheels have
"Iris very frusfallen off and resulttra~ing obvioused in three lopsided
1y," quarterback
losses for UCF.
Vic Penn said .
"We work so
The most diffi~::::
cult
September Sy "tt·•Yi$
hard and try to
schedule for any
do things. We
team in the country has led to keep coming out on that damn
mounting frustration for play- first drive and scoring a
ers, coaches, and fans, includ- touchdown, and it doesnft
ing myself.
seem to go anywhere after
The team moves the ball that. Everybody on this team
on ep.ch opening drive like it wants to win, but itfs just not
has something to prove, and happening for us."
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Whether itis a bad snap,
penalties, dropped passes, or
missed tackles, it doesnft matter.
Those kind of mistakes
are what have cost UCF a
chance to contend in -each
game, and resulted in easy
points for the opposition.
I have attended all three
UCF games and the frustration is seen and heard from
everyone as Purdue, Florida,
and Georgia Tech has
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Edward Mack scored UCF's first touchdown for the second consecutive game before
going out with back spasms three plays later.

Knights to finish brutal September at Georgia
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

Shortly following UCF's 41-10 loss at
Georgia Tech, somber faces around the UCF
locker room registered that their challenging
September had one game left. Instead of
relief, more frustration set in, as the Golden
Knights hope they can salvage one of their
first four and record the elusive upset win the
program feels its needs to gain added respect.
The Golden Knights face No. 9 Georgia
on Saturday at Sanford Stadium this Saturday
in Athens, Ga. It will be a stiff challenge,
arguably the toughest yet, because of the toll

UCF's first three losses have taken on their as many games. Junior tailback Terrance
minds and bodies.
Williams, who showed flashes of his ability
"Georgia is an excelagainst the Yellow Jackets,
lent football team. They
believe the team will be able
have a chance to be special,
to put it together soon.
because they just fly,"
"I believe everybody on this
Coach Mike Kruczek said.
team is sick of losing, it ain,t
"I hope our guys believe that
a joyful feeling, especially not
(they have nothing to be
0-3," Williams said. "I know
ashamed of) and they're just
it sounds like a broken record,
not repeating what we tell .....,.__________.....__..........
~, · but
we,11 bounce back.
them. They're a resilient
There,s some good characters
group though, they'll bouce back."
on this team and we can do it."
The quarterback carousel that has faced
That resiliency will be needed this week,
as UCF hopes to avoid its fourth blowout in the Golden Knights gets no easier, with

Georgia's Quincy Carter taking his turn at the
UCF defense. Out of the four stellar signal
callers UCF will face (Purdue's Drew Brees,
Florida's Doug Johnson, and Georgia Tech's
Joe Hamilton), Carter has the most pro potential. Like Hamilton, he can beat you on the
ground and in the air.
"If he sticks around for four years he'll
be one of the top five guys taken," Kruczek
said. "He's that good."
What makes Carter even better is an
unbelievable offensive line, probably the best
UCF will face all year. Left guard Steve
Herndon and center Miles Luckie are among
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